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Regents To Study
Recognition Issue
By STUART THAYER
Staff Writer

watching intently and quietly.

THE COUNCIL said "that a
The Board of Regents last policy consisting solely of regFriday said it will study a re- ' istration for campus organiiaquest by the State Council of tions be instituted in place of
Student Body Presidents that the present system of UniverUniversities not be required sity recognition and approvto recognize and appt9ve stu- a l. "
dent organizations.
The request comes in the
The request came at the wake of student protests at
Florida State University over
e nd of a Regents meeting, in that
institution's refusal to
USF's University Center 252, recognized by h;s University.
with some 30 to 40 protestors
Students for Democratic Soci-

j

As The Sun Sets On The Quarter, We Know That Quarter Ill Will Dawn Too Soon

***

State Vigil To Support Mautz
By CONNIE HAIGLEY
Managing Editor

nizing organizations is a direct threat to us and to our
Bill of Rights especially.
When Allen walked into the
receptio,1 room he asked the
students what they were doing
there. They answered by
showing him the petition
drawn up in support of
Mautz's proposal. Allen answered "I' m not going to take
any action until after the Regents hearing."
He told the students "you're
not welcome to stay here. "
The students left the waiting
ro·o m but s tayed in the corridor, "Because they felt sorry
for the secretary."

A state wide vigil began
Monday at three state universities to support Chancellor
Robert B. Mautz's proposed
program for registering campus orgainzations and abolishing the recognition procedures, said Doug Griffin, a
USF Jeader of Campus Coalition.
Sudents will sit in the reception room of the president's
offices at USF, UF a nd FSU
through Friday. Monday
morning there were only
three sitting in Pres. John Allen's office and they were said
to be very orderly. Allen said
ALLEN SAID HE thinks the
that if the 12 to' 20 people ex- vigil is worthless and that he
pected showed up that it has told the students holding
would greatly disrupt the the vigil to appear before the
workings of his office.
Board cf Regents committee
The studerii;.,,' ~-rove four that is studying this. _H e said
goals in m ind witti their sit in, . he 'hopes the sfudenls do not
intend to stay all night. GrifGriffin said. They are :

v TO SUPPORT Mautz's
program of registering campus organizations a nd junk
the recognition procedures.
v To protest denials af
principles of freedoms of
speech a nd assembly as demons trated by the actions of the
Board of Regents and the
presidents of FSU and UF.
v To express solidarity
with students at FSU and UF
who are holding simila r vigils
at this time.

v TO URGE President
Photos by Wiley Brooks

Graffiti
Is Here!
G _raffiti, the scribbling
or scratch.ing found in
great abundance on the
monuments of- ancient
- , Egypt, is becoming rather abundant in the us·F
campus, too. The graffiti
board . on campus is the
fence · surrounding the
construction going on in
front of the Social Scienc~ Building. Passers-by
"~asually" Ieave their
mark . on this notorious
fence. For many of them
it is a way of relieving
some 'tens i.on or frustration. F~>r others it is a
very effective manner
to anno~nce a meeting
or · demonstration. USF's
graffiti may - no_t be as
permane.nt as +bat dealing with the gla<;liatorial
sbo~s in Por:npeii. However, the- infor.mal scribblings .seen in these pictures are there for the
world to .~ee. If for nothing else, they serve to
give . other.wise ·worried
and tense s.t udents something "light" to think
about, a piece of the
everyday happenings.
\...

~

Allen to publically suppoTt
Mautz's proposed program.
Griffin said, we also recognize
that this procedure for recog-

.SG Passes
Picket Line
·Resolution
A resolution passed at last
Thursday's Student Government' (SG) meeting resulted
in an SG-sponsored picket line
outside the room in which the
Board or- Regents met Friday.
The SG organization of the
picket line was. contingent on
the s uccess or failure of an
earlier meeting between University Chp-ncellor
Robert
Mautz, Regents Chairman
Burke Kibler and the State
Council of Student Body Presidents.
The meeting failed to bring
ab o u t any "substantive
changes" in attitudes and
policies concerning the official
recognition of s tudent organizations and events at FSU and
SG President Scott Barnett.
the picket line.
Two ot11er resolutions were
passed concerning the recent
issues. The first supported the
rights of free speech and as· sembly at FSU and condemned "the rej:ires,sive ' ,a nd ·
tyrannical actions of· Acting·
FSU President J.- Stanley
Marshall, Circuit Judge Ben
Willis, the Leon County Sheriff's Department, and the FSU
campus police."
It was further r esolved that
"t h e Student Government
. . . hereby serve notice to
persons in ·s imilar positions of
authority at and near the university that we will not tolerate similar a ctions here," a nd
(See SG, Page 2)

fin rn!.d they w-0uld ho'ld the
vigil Irom 8 .a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily.
The Ca mpus Coalition presented Dr. Allen with a letter
Monday informing him of the
purpose of the vigil and urged
him to support the program.
The letter said, "We feel that
you have the moral obligation
to uphold and speak for the
rights of free speech and assembly both here and on the
stale level. It is in that spirit
that we urge you to act."
The vigil was decided on
last weeke nd on a statewide
basis at an "activist's conference" · in Gainesville. Representa ti ves from USF were
Bryson Clevenger a nd Chip
Jeffries.
Griffin said he and several
ather students on campus will
-9e we3i~ing red arm ba~ds to ,
show ,'llat the/ are coordina- ·
tors of the vigil.

Students Keep Daily Vigil

FBI In C/assrooms?
By JOHN THOMSON
Correspondent

Dr. J a mes M. Swanson, assistant professor of histor y,
said, "I make a statement at the beginning of the term
ask ing them (FBI) to please sign in so that I will not assign them any work ." He added that he's· not had anyone
sign yet.
Dr. David P. Leonard, associate professor of history,
felt that if agents or informers were in classes that the
University should t ake action against such acts. Yet he
added that if there were an agent in his class, " Let him
be free to lea rn. I hope to persuade such people to leave
this nefarious, contemptible work."

The USF Social Science faculty - supposed ta rget of
rumored investigations by the Federal Burea u of Investigation - is showing no signs of surprise over the possibility of FBI informers posing as students in their classes.
In a letter to The Oracle · Feb. 12, wllich caused a
wave of speculation, Edward Folks (4 POL) wrote,
"Rumor has it that the targets of these investigations are
members of the Social Science faculty."
He continued, "I can only surmise tha t these investigations pertain to some alleged un-America n activity."
IMMEDIATELY following publication of this letter
The Oracle began looking into the rumor, interviewing
students, faculty a nd the FBI.
One Professor, refusing to be identified, stated tha t
he knew of three students who had been approached and
asked to inform by FBI agents.
Dr. Joseph A. DellaGrotte, assis tant professor of history, said that though he is not certain, it seems that
since the FBI investigates on other campuses that "they
should be here by all logic." He said they operate
through "fear and intimidation" and termed them "forces whose ·interest is not learning a nd education."

HE SAID THAT condoning investiga tions of class0
room situations is " . . . incompatible · with honest dedication •... in effect this is accepting the means we supposedly. deplore . . . It has the ugly ring of Facism and
totalitarian Communism. It is a form of terror, ·a n attempt to control by intimidation.
" This is a deliberate poison in a community of learners .. . Ther'e can be no learning where there's no trust
and love."
J. F. Santoiana, Jr., special agent in charge of the
local FBI denied that the bureau does a nything of the
sort. He was asked, ·"Is this sort of investigative procedure (using informers in classes) us~d on partic ular campuses?" Santoiana answered no.

ALSO SHOWING no surprise was Dr. John W. Rollins, assis tant professor of history, who thought that a ny
presence of FBI agents on campus " ought to provoke us
into asking questions about tfie ·natur,e of the university.'"
When asked about informers in his classe·s he said he
didn't know of any, but if there were it "w,,ouldn't bother
me a bit: .. maybe they'll learn something."

HE WAS ALSO ASKED, "Are certain professors,
especially socia l science faculty, singled out for investigations?" He again answered no.
Finally, he was asked, "Are words spoken in classroom situations used by any officials or schools, in conjunction with the FBI, towards disciplinary action against
the professor?" His answer was no.

ABOUT 30 or 40 quiet protcstors sat outside the Regents meeting room and a fe w
watched the Regents meeting
in the room itself.
Signs carried read "Bayonets can't stop ideas; " "Any
student group should have the
right to organize:" Czechoslova kia or Florida State University;" ~nd the USF "Campus
Coalition reie:::ts the Board of
Regents unila teral rejection of
ANY student group."
Regents Chairman D. Burke
Kibler promptly referred the
Council request to change the
Regents Operating Manual to
a committee to 'b e chaired by
former Re~ents Chairman
Chester Fer?uson of Tampa.
Also included on the committee were Dr. Louis Murray of
Orlando, Mrs. E . D. Pea rce
of P ensacola, Henry Kramer
of Jacksonville, and Julius
P a rker.
Kibler also invited the State
Council of Student Body Presidents and "one member from
e2.cli dis£ident g!,'oup" to siUn I
on the committee meetings.
KIBLER SAID "We do not ...
want to be intolerant," and
said any student petition that
goes throu~h the proper cha nnels, and is "reasonably presented." will get the attention
m ·of the Boa rd. He did not set a

!
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In addition to live performances, the ensemble has recorded all the Beethoven,
Ravel, and Schubert trios for
Philips Records; the recordings are on the best seller list
in E urope, in the Far East
and in the Near East.

·· SINCE THEIR DEBUT a
·dozen years ago, the 'trio Has
'playec,l more than ··2,000 'en(gagements . througho1.it Nortii
'America, _Europe,' I S:rael, Afri.ca; and in~ ~ idclle East. .
l

Released here by Mercury
Records, they are on the top
,of ev~ry best S!=?lling classical
list . throughout the United
states. .
. '

·'Hair'·Rerun

, 'MJ]~AHEM -PltESSLER is
the group's pianist and Daniel
.Gi1ilet is the violinist. Bernard
.Greenhouse on cello com-pletes the trio.

John Greco announced '. at
.press t ime that his produc·tion of "Hair" is scheduled to
run again Sunday at 7 :30 in
the Gymnasium. He said,
"The Student ·Government is
-sponsoring the show." Admission is free, but USF ID cards
are still required for entrance.

In Wednesday's cQncert, se·1ections from Trio in G major,
Op.· 1, No. 2 by Beethoven will
be performed as well as selections from Ravel's Trio in A
minor and Bra hm's Trio in B
m ajor , Op. 8.

,'Ir

In trying to explain what

sets the Beaux Arts Trio
apart from other groups, the
Montreal Sta r said their secret lies in the qualities of virtuosity, expert coordination,
u:1spoken communication , and

f,_'·_;_~,:·'_._'.'

,;
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Children's Story Hour
To Be Given Saturday
A children's story hour will
be presented Saturday at
10 :30 a.m. at the Instructional
Materials Center on the first
floor of the Education Building.
Virginia Rivers · and her
puppets will present a halfhour show open to all children
of the University community.

ble discussion usually results
in a reasonable action.

de~t;~:~itden~f cf~~: id~a;;:;
~" said that the Council had
worked with the Board before
and that such talks as had
been held were " fruitful. " He
M expressed his confidence that
t he next round would produce
•.,,, results as well.
it
*' THE COUNCIL of Student
Presidents met earlier Friday
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.musical insight . . . T.hey are
three· quite individual musi.'.
cians who have learned to
defer to each other to create a
single personality for the ensemble.

last Oracle Of Quarter II
This is the last issue of The
Oracle for Quarter II. The

s:~: ::::::::n:~

:s::r
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A·rtist Series ·Fea·tures Trio
The Beaux Arts Trio of 'New
York, winners of the "Grand
Prix Du Disque" , Paris, 1964,
will be performing in a n Artist Series Recital at 8 :30
Wednesday evening, March
19, in the Theatre.

ety (SDS) , and over University of President Stephen C.
· O'C::onnell refusal to permit
the Southern Student Organiz. ing Committ~e (SSOC) to be
recognized by his University.
· USF turned down an application for recognition by SDS
last June. Demonstrations
were threatened then by SDS
sympathizers , and, Pres. John
S. Allen countered with a new
policy statement saying he
would call in outside police if
necessary to break up_ a ny
demonstration that he said
would disrupt the USF educational process .

Or:tcle will resume pulilication April 2.
Philip Runnels is editor of
The , Oracle for Quar'ter Ill.
His_staff appointments will be
announced on the first issue
April 2.
The Oracle staff wishes
USF students, staff and faculty a happy spring vacation.
Registration for Quarter III is
March 31 and classes begin
April 1.

***

morning to draft the request
in writing for the Regents
members, a nd were scheduled
to hold yet another meeting
with the Council Friday afternoon. (See story page one.)
Last fall, the Regents, after
about six months of negotiat i o n s, approved sweeping
changes in the Board of Regents Operating Manual in the
student welfare s e c t i o n.
Among the changes was official Regents recognition of
student government as the organization the Regents would
deal with concerning student
grievances.
The Board also presented a
revised capital outlay (b uildings, construction) budget,
and a revised general budget
figure that was some $27million lower than the Regents request of last fall.

LAST FALL the Board
asked for some $492-million in
general operating revenue.
Regents Chancellor Robert
Mautz said the formula for
proj ecting student enrollments
had be.en changed since then,
and the Regents request was
reduced because of the revision.
The new request, now officially approved by the Cabinet Budget Commission is
$465-million, and the Board
disagreed vvitb the new figure.
It contended the $492-million
was necessary.
Chancellor Mautz asked
that the Board "reaffirm" the
$492-million figure. Dr. Clarence Menser, another Regents
memb"er, was adamant about
keeping- -the µ,..~- , ,
tional television· (E'llV) in'the
nex!,biennium .
n -

ETV, llE SAID; was necessary to keep pace with the nation. ETV was one of the
items eliminated by the Budget Commission in considering the Regents' budget last
mont:1. Menser urged that if
anything be sacrificed, it be
something else besides ETV.
An expansion of Oceanography was a lso deleted.
Kibler said that these new
programs ran .into the " proverbial stone wall" and he
said "I don't think anything
can be done."
Even so, Mautz added, the
budget commission has treated the university system
"very· equitably," in its recommendations to the Legislature.
The 1969 Legislature will
convene· on April 8.

USF Budget
Reduced By

~10. 9-Million
By STUART TiIA YER
Staff ·writer
The Cabinet-Buqget Comm ission last week released a
USF general budget request
of $47.4-million, some $10.9million less than the Board of
Regents requested Ia:st January fo r the 1969-71 biennium .
The figures were ma de public two months after the Regents released its request to
the Bqdget Commission. The
Re_<;ents request was $58.2million.
USF Business Manager Andrew C. Rodgers said the cuts
were not unexpected.

1.'HE BUDGET Commission's figures included a r ather modest cut in the USF
0 t h e r Personqel Services
(OPS) category of $400,000,
from $1.52-million to $1.1million. The OPS category
contains mos t of the funds for
student assistants.
Faculty and non-faculty salary and Social Security funds
were slashed Irom a Regents
request of $45.8-million to
$38.4-mi!Jion.
Rodgers said that the salary
decrease was in .the number
of line items and not from the
(See BUDGET, Page 2)

~

THEODORE HORNBERGER
..• visiting prof.essor.

Hornberger
To Speak ,
Here Tonight
Prof. · Theodore Horn berger,
one of the na tion' lea ding authorities on American literature, will speak tonight at 8
p.m. in the P hysics Auditorium on "Puritanism and
Science."

A participant in the "Visiting Scholars Series," Dr.
Hornberger is on . campus a ll
this week as a gues t of the
English Department to lecture
to literature classes and meet
informally with students and
faculty.

I,

_,
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Geography
Program
Approved

Thai Affair Held
The. Tha i Happening at An- , pate in a folk dance - the
dros Friday night packed into "ramwong" - and to sample
two solid hours of entertaina helping of curry puffs and
ment the · sights and sounds barbecued skewered beef.
the Asian traveler -collects in
A ringing bout of sward
a week of expensive tours.
fighting and .. an exhibition of
.The tour touched· many of Thai . boxing - which makes
Thailand's well-known tradi- sedate the sport laid down by
tional attractions . from ·a slide the Marquis of Queensbury show visit to , the country's . rounded out the evening.
glittering temples and lush
The 30-member st r o n_g
canal thoroughfares · to a se- ·
lection from a rich repertoire Tampa: Thai community, suppot ted by the World Affairs
of classical dances.
Council and. the International
Following the principle of Student Organization, spent
cultural immersion the audi- three weeks preparing the
ence was invited to partici- show.

The Board of Regents approved last Friday a m.asters
program for geography a t
USF, and confirmed the appointment of Dr. Norman Lee
Oleson as professor and chairman of the Physics Department.
The action came at the
Board meeting held in University Center 252.
The geography program
was approved after almost
three· years of going through
USF and . Regents channels.
USF President ,John S. . Allen
said "there is a critical shortage of geographers with graduate training."
ffhe riew Geography pro. gram will be offered starting
Sept. 1, 1969.
.

8-ook File
T.o Market
Used Books

Protests Hit FSU, UF'
Last week the wave of protests sweeping college· campuses around the nation hit
Florida's two largest state
· universities. However, there
was no violence.

Faculty Senate charged the
administra tion with "precipitating an unnecessai;y and un- ·
warranted crisis " on the campus by their actions .
,
In Gainesville Wednesda y,
about 100 students peacefully
occupied the corridor outside
University of Flo"r ida President Stephen C. O'Connell's·
office i!l the Administration
Building. They were protesting O'Connell's denial of
the Southern Student ·o rga nizing Committee's 'bid for rec-

At Florida State University
Tuesday, Acting President
Stanley Marshall obtained an
injunction td prevent members of the FSU chapter of
Stud.e nts for a Democratic So. ciety (SDS) from .m eeting in a
university building.
When some 59 students and
non-students ignored the · injunction and refused to leave
the building when 1they were
ordered to, Marshall called in
the sta te police· and had them
' arr~sted, Outsidl:! the ,building,

l
.

~

STEPHEN O'CONNELL
. . . UF pr~sident
additional po'lice armed with
rifles and bayonets kept back
a crowd.of onlookers.
THE NEXT D.I\Y the FSU

'

.

'

~-~irael~gmtion
Su_pports Leba·non
'

I

A USF delegation 'support~ '· U.N. organization and its cruing Leoanon's position in the · cial position· in the Middle
Middle E ast crisis will partic- East conflict, Aboulhosn said.'
ipat~ irl · the University of
USF represented South AfriMiami Invitational M o d ·1 ca last year. .
United Nations ,Friday, Satur'. .
DELEG~TES 'l.'0 the sesday a:nd Sunday.
sion are Prof. Robert JohnThe six-man group ' will ston, adviser ; Armando Trio,
·c hampion its cause among Ronald Soud, J ack Cantos,
other nations represented by Barbara Gilles . and Aboul:
"
, delegp.tions t r o m ., colleges hosn. ·
throughout th'=! South. The trip is being sponsored
-"WE INTEND to present :by the World Affairs Council.
Lebanon's case to the General
Assembly and draft a resolution supporting our ·c ause," ,
Ghazi Aboulhosn, delegation
chairman, said.
·.· · The Lebanese -role was ·selected beca use of the Ar.ab na tion's ·service in the. parent

e

ognition on the UF campus.
At the same time the State
Board of Regents in Tallahassee iss~ed a statement denying r eco'gnition on state school
campuses to " organizations
dedicated to fomenting disturbances which may r esult in
interrruption or destruction of
the educa tional process."
The statement added SSOC
and SDS cannot be recognized
because of "demonstrated hehavior o·n campuses throughout the U.S." ·

Horses Race
.r s·ChOIar.S
0
F

.

Interested in .selling used
books? ' The Argos a cademic
chairmen have organized a
"book file" t hat will allow any
student to buy or sell a used
book.
The file will be located in
the Alpha Hall Resident Assistant office during the last
week · of classes this quarter,
· during registration, and the
first thr ee weeks of next quarter.
All interested students are
urgi:d to enter a three by five
index card in the file with the
necessary information on his
book and should indica te
whether he wishes to buy or
sell the book. The a sking
price is set 'by the s tudent.
· Chris Firpo, Gamma Academic · Chairman, said that a
student wanting a ·b ook should
go to the office and a sk for
the car ds by course number.
There will be a drop box for
the index cards in Alpha, Beta
and Gamma halls with. an in- '
struction sheet on the infor-

~~~~n

to include on yqur

1
.,,. •,•.
, ,
, 1 ..
l ,
· • ,· ~ , ,, __Th't _projectsi-5 now if\ oper~1
USF's " Day a t the Races" ' In the past 10 fuonfh s the USP i tmn m Alplia , Bet~, and
will ' take place at FJorida Foundation has been able to Gamma · halls , but Gary
Downs in Oldsmar, March 21. . r aise $13,000, mostly from White, Alph~ chairman, said
The University Foundation donations from foundation that the file IS open t o all -s tuwill holq' a Paddock Party, in members.
dents. The file will be expandan effort to raise scholarship
Robert· L. Black , director of ed to include the entire Uniand loan funds.
development, is in char ge of versity._·
A.. :;;mall . contribution to the the P addock Party. He said, - - - - - - -- - -- " If we can get a large turnfoundation will be taken from
out,
we are assured of a nice
.each ticket. The ticket includes free parking, free ad- contribution from the Florida
Downs Charitable Foundation
n:u~sion to gr angst~nd, free
at . the end of the racing seaprogram, reserved seat , and a
son,
on Mar ch 22nd. "
chicken dinner.
Tickets cost $5 ea ch , and
The goal of the fo.undation must be purchased prior to
for the Paddock P,arty is March 21 in the foundation of$2,500, which will a:µ go to the fice (ADM 226). There will be
All . College . of Education
Scholarship and _Loan F und. no ·sales of tickets a t the ga te. m ajors whc plan to do their
student t eaching during quart ers I and II of 1969-70 academic year should m a ke a pplica tion in E ducation Building 303. The dea dline for
Quarter I is Apr il 11. Quar ter
II applica tions m ay be completed any time during Quarter III.
·

d

Dea line Set
For Intern

Applications

Urban,.- Education

USF Hosts
Two-Week
_Art Workshop
"

'

· T_h e University of South
Florida ls :currently participating in a graphics workshop.
visiting ·artist ptogram .
Initia ted by a "federal ·grant ,
the program works . through
· the Department · of Visual
Arts , 'F lorida Center for the
Arts and :artists· affiliated with
the Richard F eigen Gallery,
New .York.
. .The a rtists · visit USF for
two weeks, during' which time
they work with · the University
faculty - master printer Antho,ny Stoeveken, Bryn :Ma nley; .and gradua te a ssistant
Dennis Johnson - in creating
lithographic drawings.
· Not generally printmaker s,
.the ·artists bring an unusual
per spective· to the m edium by
incorporating the stylistic a pp roaches of their own media
to -the..lithographic process.
- Monday, Lonqon and New
Ydrk-based .artist R ichard
\',mith will begin work at OSF.
Mr. Smith's " constructionists" style work is exhibited
in galleries throughout the
world (including the Tate and
Walker Art Center) and he
was ·Gr and Prize winner of
' the Sao Paulo Biennale, 1967.
Mr . Smith will be followed
in coming m onths by promi. nent a rtists: E nrique Castro. Cid, and Gerald Lang.

Confererice Here

Florida's first state-wide formal' attack • as guidelines for future a ctions by the F lorian . the pr oblem s of urban education will ' da Public.School Board.
take pla ce on campus i.n the College .of E duBesides F lor ida legislators, Board of R e·cation;s Kiva on March 19 and 2P. ·
gents . members, educators from a ll the
Jointiy s ponsored by the F lorida Public
State educational systems, and officials
School Bqard· and the U~F College of E duworking in urban development, m a ny local
cation, the two-day conference will draw • leaders will participate in the conference.
more than 200 top flight educators and civic
Otha F avors, president of the USF Oneleader s from the State a nd over much of
To-One group ; Don Taylor •director of the
the na tion.
educational component of the Tampa Model
, Gov., Cla ude R. Kirlc, •Jr. , will deliver the
Cities prpgram; and the Rev. Don . Ste,ger s,
keynote ad'dress qn the subject of "Urba n
director· of the Tampa "IT" (Intensive .TuE ducation - the Challenge Befor e Us? ' at
tor ial) progra m, will be among many rep9 :15 a.m. March 19.
r esentatives ·of Tampa's black community
during the conference.
OBJECTIVE OF the conference, accordOTHER OUTSTANDING authorities who
.ing to Dt. Merle F. Dimbath', executive di- . .. will pr esent formal talks during the confer rector of'the Florida Public School.Board, is · ence include: ,
: Dr. William Bir enb_a um, president of the
to develop specific recommenda tions r egarding needed legislation, cooperation beStaten Isla nd. Community College, who will
tween g overnment a nd business, new r oles
s peak 011 "Utban E ducation _ Its Meaning
and opportun'ities for local government,
a nd Pr esent Sta tus ."
,' ·
IDr . Max Wolfe, sociologist of the c~nter
changes required by the educa tional establishment, and guidelines for the study an\i I for Urban E ducation, New York City. His
r esearch activities of the F lor ida Public
topic will be "The City _..:... E nvironment for
School Boar d.
Ur ban E ducatioq."
Member s of the white, black and Latin
·.r.oseph Amisano, of the Atlanta architeccommunities · from t hroughout F lorida will
tural firm of Toombs, Amisan o and Wells , a
par ticipate in the fact-finding and problemp rominent ar chitect in inner-city planning.
solving sessions .of the conference.
He will discuss the needs a nd plans for
Tampa Mayor Dick Greco will spea~ to
r econstruction of inner-city ghettos.
the confer ees at 10 a .m. March 20 on the
DR. REGINALD Murray, dean of educasubject : "Urban Educa tion - The Role for
tion at the University of the West Indies,
P ublic and Private En,ferprise."
Kingston, Jamaica, who will a ddress himA STAR-STUDDED ·cast of- e ducators
self to " Urban E ducation - Its Inter culturand civic Ieade~s from Hillsborough County,
a l Dimensions."
,
F lorida , nationally and from J amaica will
The fin al afternoon's group discussions
alternate talking sessions with a udienceand r ecommendations will feature as dispat ticipation for ums. The final afternoon
cussion leaders most of the · persons who
will be spent by breaking up the audience
have made formal addresses and also Dr.
into small discussion groups moderated by
E rnest 0. Melby, former dean of educa,tion,
nationally known speakers who will encourMichigan State University, a nd Dr. V. M.
age group-generated p roposals for presentaKerinsky of the Mott Foundation for: urban
tion to the whole assemblage for adoption
development.

Planetarium
Program Set
For M·arch
The USF planetar ium program for ·March will explore
light'a nd color in the sky. The
free pr ogram , which r equir es
reservations, will -be presented each Sunday at 2 :30 p.m .
"Sta rs, planets and constellations of the current season
will also· be on view."
.. Reservations may be m ade
by calling USF, 988-4131, ext.
5,80. Clubs, schools and organizations may m ake r eserva_tions for groups of 50 or more
to attend programs during
regula r .school hours.

Bud-get
(Continued from Pago 1)
rate of salary. No r aises wer e
cancelled, he sa id, by the
cuts.

THE COMMISSION did not
rule on USF's capital outlay
(buildings) request of $42.3million. Rodgers said he expects new fig L1res by this week. end.
From the Budget Commis- ·
sion, the USF budget goes to
the House Higher Education
Subcommittee, then on , to the
full H o u s e Appr opriations
CommiHee before it gets t o
the House and Senate floors,
and Gov. Claude Kirk.

A beauty contest styled especially for college men is
_coming .to USF .

u
,

M
0
C

Con.test
Next
·Quar·ter

Alpha P hi Omega men's national service fr aternity, is
sponsoring an Ugly Man On Campus (UMOC) Contest, .
a nd any USF m ale sponsored by an organization or group
of 25 followers is eligible to enter the contest.
This contest is completely unusual in every detail.
Votes are bought for 1 cent each, and stuffing the ballot
box is encour aged since 25 per cent of all vot~s will go to
charity.

PICTURES, WILL be taken of €ach UMOC candidafa
before the end of this quar ter b y an Alpha P hi Omega
agent. Polls will be set up in the University Center lobby
with pictures of the " Ugly" candidates. Candidates are
also allowed and encouraged to adver tise t heir beauty
through posters and advertisements.
There will be two divisions in which trophies will be
a warded ; Greek men sponsored by social sororlties and
fraternities, and Independent men from clubs , -dorm itories, honora~ies , ser vice or interest clubs. Each division
winner will be awarded a trophy and a permani:!nt trophy
will be placed in the UC for posterity.

APPLICATIONS FOR UMOC must be turned into the
·Student Organizations Office, UC 156A, by Friday ·at 5
p .m, There is no fee for entering t he Ugly Man Contest,
but contestants who a re not sponsored by a formal org-anization must submit. a petition with a t least 25 pam es
nominating the candidate.
, ..

The winner of :the contest will be a nnounced at the
end of Greek Week.

Awards Given

For UC w·ork

RAYMOND IiING
. . . announces rates

Archie Copeland, assistant
union director of ,programming at the University of
_North CaroliJJa, will speak ·at
the University Center Annual
Awards Banquet Thursday at
6 :30 p.m., in the University
Center (UC) Ballroom. Copeland is a ctive in the Association
of
College
UnionsInternational and has taken
a n active role in the Coffee
House Circuit in his r egion.

At this b a n q u e t the
outstanding chairma n, committee m ember s and officers
of the UC P rogram Council
are recognized for ·their superior contributions to the campus and the Council.
Awards to be presented include : Outstanding Committee
Member, Outstanding P roject,
An Inter _ Residence Hall Outstanding, Comm i t t ee,
Cqimcili (IRHC) ~o~mihee ·. "!Top-Ten'~4,ar?s, Recogni- _

Inter-Hall
1nvest igating

Visitation

was appointed to investigate
the visitation hour s guidelines. The committee will further examine ~he " host, h ostess" duties dur ing visitation
hours a nd r epor t its findings
t o the council and Herbert
Wunderlich, Dean of Student
Affairs.
Robert Laping, 4C H M,;
Linda Frost, l CBS, ; Biil Golden, 3CBS; and M e Ii n d a
Freez!!, l CBS, were appointed
to the committee. The final
decision' of whether or not to
dissolve t he duties 9f the host
and hostess is p ending the
findings of this_committee.
Raymond King, IRHC adivser, announced rood and
housing ra tes for Quarter _IV
will be reduced proportionately for ·the eight-weeks spent in
the dorms . King also announced that the last meal for
Quarter II will be the' dinner
meal served on March 20.
The weekly me etings for
. IRHC have been changed to
Sunday at 5 :30 in Argos Center 234 and are open t o the
student body.

tion Awards, Service P ins and
Activities A c h i e v e m e n t
Award.
The Activities Achievement
Award, the highest award
given, is based on continued
years service to the Council
and outstanding contributions
in' positions of r esponsibility.
All students who · have,
served a s active members of
the Progr am Council during
the past year a re invited by
formal invitations.

BAND DANCE
"Might Manfred" will be
the featured band for the Univer sity Center Band Dance on
Friday, at 9 p.m., in the UC
Ballroom . The dance is sponsored by the Univer sity Center Dance Committee , and is
the final UC Dance of Quarter
IL Admission is 75 cents stag,
and $1 per ~!Jupie. '.,. · ·
~"' ·:r.

'

Marketing Frat ·
Installed Here

The fifty-second Chapter of varez, James Asher , Bill
P i Sigma E psilon (PSE) Na- Barnes, Mic;hael .Bqorom, E dt ional Professional F raternity ward Bryant, Mjles ·c arpenin Marketing, Sales Manage- ter, Seab Chapman, Albert
ment and Selling, was . in- Chennault, David Clark, Luthstalled and initiated at USF er Crews, Henry Davis.
Also, Allan F orsyth, Lawlast Saturday.
PSE , formerly Marketing· rence Fos; John Freeman,
Club, is a fraternal organiza- Ross Goodall, Tom Gottshall,
t ion that is dedicated to · the Robert H a 11, Barrington
upgrading of Sales, Sales Hayes, Rober t Hedges , Pat
Management, and the Market- Hill, Louie Ingle, Frank Koing functions and institutions styo, Ronald Llauget, Kenneth
of our country. It endeavor s Maurer, Michael Mauricio,
to do this thr ough j oint efforts J e r r y McCollum , Michael
of under graduate, educational McLeod, Joseph .McNamara:,
and professional m embers. · Hen'ry Morbij.ch, J ohn Nitardi,
The Beta Beta Chapter will Eugene P erret, William P erbe sponsored by the Sales ret , Joseph Pardo, James
Marketing Executives-Interna- Reid , Woodrow Roble, Ferdi. nand Schumacher, · Stephen
tional of Tampa .
Members initiated include : Shine, James Silvey, Edward
undergr aduate m e m b e r s : Smith, George Thom as, Louis .
Dale Pettigr ew, president; Von Esh, John Watkins, Ron- 11
Charles B. James, vice presi- a id Wells , Paul Wiliiams , Sid:
d ent; Rober t Miller, secre- ney Williams, E ugene Wright,
tar y ; J erry Thorp, treasurer ; Walter · Wright , Jo s e p h
J ohn Ackerman, Dennis Al· Wuermli, Car l Wur zabacher.

SG Supports
:f ree Speech, ·

Assembly Rights
•( Continued fr~m Page 1 )
I

that the SG . . . " stands
ready to take any action necessary a nd pr oper to suppor t
the •r ights of free speech and
as.sembly her e and at Flroida
State Univers ity. "
Another reso~ution, passed
unanimously, proposed that
the SG " urge the Board of Re-·
gents to r econsider this most
unwise anµ provocative rulihg" · r efusing recognition to
Students for a Democr atic Society _and t he Southern Stu- ·
dent Organizing Committee
"and revoke the same."
Other SG legislation will
,pr ovide for the establishment
of a co-operative student
bookstore to operate fro m the
last week I of Quar ter II
through the first two ·weeks of
Quar ter III ; setting up a book
return desk or receptacle in
t he m ain lobby of the Library
and opening the fifth floor faculty-staff lounge and staff elevator to students .

Photo by Toni Zappone

Miss Tampa Boat Show'
Rosemarie Smith, lCBS, is the new Miss Tampa Boat
Show. The bloncle, hazel eyed coe<l is a gymnastic ~nthusiast and enjoys a ll outdoor sports. Miss Smith -is secr etary for
The Oracle a dvertising department and the poster girl for
the Bill Cur rie Ford ads. Gwen Johnson, lCBS, was set ond
r wmerup.

\
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Class Schedule Changes For Quarter Ill
USF ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS COURSES
CHANGES:
EDS:: 661 961
MKT 311 601
SAI 580 961

PRINC ED SUPRVS
PROMOTNL FUND I
COM DISORD LANG

04
03
04

.
11-14 R
-1 MW F
11-14 R

SPA
SPA
SPA

Fol·l·ow the Crowd:.

222A
223A
136B

BOOKSTORE BUY
BACK MARCH 18, 19, 20

USF CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES
NEW
ART
EDC
EDC
EDC
EDC
EDC
EDF
EDS
EDS
EDS
EDS
EDV
EDV
EGR
EGR
ENG
PSY

COURSES AND/OR SECTIONS:
4 81 703 DS HI REN PAINT 03
681 740 MID SCH CUR SEC 04
04
681 764 DS FGN LNG ELE
04
681 774 DS P MTR DISAB
681 784 DS CUR TECH ELE 04
681 794 DS CUR TECH ELE · 04
611 791 PSY PNDTNS EDUC 04
311 79·3 EXCEPTNL CHLDRN 04
04
423 791 ED MNTL RET I
04
423 . 792 ED MNTL RET I
676 792 SPCH LNG DISORD 04
04
445 791 MET TCH SPEC I
04
507 793 POLIC PRIN AVE
03
630 723 SP ELECT PROB
03
630 733 SP ELECT PROB
04
535 791 TRANSF GRAMMAR
04
433 791 PERSONALITY

CHANGES :
ART 613 701 HI REN PAINTING 03
EDC 671 791 PRIN EDUC ADMIN 04
_EDC 681 704 MID SCH ClJRR EL 04
EDL 523 793 PRE PRO INST MA 04
ED'L 523 794 . PRE PRO INST MA 04
04
EDV 621 791 INDIV INSTR I
EDV 671 791 AD VO DEV PRO II 04
EDV 671 792 AD VO DV PR III 04
EDV 671 793 AD VO DEV PR IV 04
EQY 671 794 AD VO DEV PROV 04
USF TAMPA CAMPUS - -EVENING COURSES

11-13
11-14
11-12
TBA
TBA
TBA
10-13
10-13
1,0 -13
10-13
11-14
10..:13
10-13
TBA
TBA
11-13
11-13

R

RINGLING
ORANGE CO.
HILLSBORO
HILLSBORO
PINELLAS
PINELLAS
MANATEE
POLK CO .
BREYARD
CHARLOTTE
HERNANDO
MANATEE
ORANGE CO.
TBD
TBD
SARA.SOTA

w

WNT HAVN

T
R
MR

M

w
M
R
M
R
T

11-13 T
10-13 W
11-14 R
10-13 M
9-12 R
10-13 F
10-13 M
10:-13 M
10-13 M
10-13 M

·s .: 30 -·4:30

0

RINGLlNG
·CHARLOTTE
ORANGE CO.
SARASOTA
SARASOTA
HILLSBORO
PASCO CO.
PASCO CO.
PASCO -CO.
PASCO CO.

Below is a partial list of the books, arranged by publisher, which will be
bought back ·by the UF Bookstore on March 18, 19 and 20. The Bookstore will ·only be able to buy up to the quantities listed for each title.
All language books must be clean (no translatjons) in order to be sold.
Any additional titles requisitioned by professors between today and
March 18 will be posted on the back office window i~ the Book Department.

NEW COURSES AND/OR SECTIONS:
SEMNR CURR RSCH
SEMNR CURR RSCH
WORLD RELIGIONS

EDE 603 901
EDE 603 902
RE.L 350 901

01
02
05

10.".'"13 T ·
10-13 T
11,12TR 13T

BUS 112
BUS 112
FAH 282

PARTIAL LIST

.
DCH
5-6 OLSON: CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
10-12 TURK: FOUNDATION COURSE IN SPANISH: CLEAN ONLY
3-5 SINGO: PHILOSOPHY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION
H-D
5-6 HILLIER & L: INTRO TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH

BUY-BACK LIST FOR QUARTER II: 1969

CHANGES:
ACC 424 901
GPY 405 905
MKT 316 901

'a-W:

ADV AUDITING
CONSERVATION
MKT INSTIT II

03
05
03

12-14 T
11.12MW 13M
12-14 T

5-6 MOISE: ELEMENTARY GROMETERY FROM AN ADVANCED
STANDPOINT
5-10 CONSTANT: FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS

BUS '321
soc 317 .
BUS 108

I

USF TAMPA CAMPUS
NEW COURSES
BOT 681 002
ECN -405
.. ·• . 001
EDA 498 003.
EDR 530 001
~DR . 633 002
EDR 634 001
EDS 329 004
LL_J; 383 002
PHY 491 001
PSY 491 001.

~D/OR S~CTIONS: _
GRADUATE RSCH
COf1PR ECON SYST
FLD WK ART EDUC
CORRECT RDNG TC
PAACTICUM ~DNG
CURR SUPRV RDG
SUPV PR MEN RTD
ST IDEA OF LEIS
PHYSICS SEMINAR
SENIOR SEMINAR

CHANGES:
.AMS 391 001
AMS 493 001
CBS 216 001
CBS 220 001
EDF 305 01-2
EDM 439 001.
EGR 432 001
FNA 553 002
GER 541 001
MGT 421 001
MGT 489 · 001
MKT 311 001
MKT 311 002
MKT, 312 001
MKT 316 001
MKT 411 001
MKT 411 002
MKT 415 001
MKT 419 001
MTH 501 001
SAI 674 001
TAR 481 001
TAR 511 001

INTR AM STUDIES
VIO US REV PRES
FUNCTL GERMAN
FUNCTL SPANISH \
. HUM DEVEL LRNG
voe MUS 1 SR HI
MACH DESIGN LAB
SR SEMINAR TAR
19 CENTURY LIT
PROD MGMT
RS CH STUDY MGMT
PROMOTNL FUND I
PROMOTNL FUND I
PROMOTNL FUND II
MKT INSTIT °II
MKT RESEARCH
MKT RESEARCH
MARKETING MGMT
MARKETING PROB
AD DIFF EQUATNS
DIFF AUDIOMETRY
DIRECTED ,STUDY
STYLS OF ACTING

'

,

A&B

02
04
03
04
02
04
04
02
01
04

TBA
2 MWRF
TBA '
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
12 13 'T
TBA
TBA

NRS

BUS 322
' NRS
NRS
NRS
NRS
NRS
FAH 134
TBD
NRS

FAH 278
FAH 278
BUS 106
FAH 277
BUS 215
FAH 107
ENG 302
7 8 9 R
TAR 23 0B
03 8 MW F
soc, 267
03 3M W F
BUS 111
04 2 MTWF
04 TBA
TBD
03 6MWF BUS 110
03 4T , 34R
BUS 106
03 2MWF BUS 108
03 89T 9R
BUS 108
04 5 9 TR
BUS 113
04 2 3 T R BUS 113
04 7 8 TR BUS 113
04 56M W BUS -·113
03 3MWF CHE 104
04 8 9 TR APT 030
03 3 MW
TAR 211
03 3 4 T R TAT

03
03
03
03
04
05

HRW
3-5 FOWLES: ANALYTICAL MECHANICS
5-6 CALDWELL: THE ANCIENT WORLD

2-3 DICKE & W: INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM MECHANICS
MECHANTICS
3-S SCOTT: LINEAR CIRCUITS
2-5 DORF: MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS
2-3 CONSTANT: _THEORETICAL PHYSICS: METHANICS
5-10 SAWREY & T: EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
.
5-10 ZEHNA & J: ELEMENTS OF SET THEORY
5-6 HEWETT: EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILD IN THE
1
·
·
• C(ASSROOM
·20-25 JOHNSON: FINANCIIIL MANAGEMENT
5-6 MYERS: FUNDAMENTALS OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
5-6 BIERCK, ED.: LATIN AMERICAN CIVILIZATIONS: READINGS
AND ESSAYS: PAPER: 1/3 ONLY
10.15 ·MORRISON & B: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
20-25 SPACHE: READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3-5 WILSON & A: PUBLIC SPEAKING AS A LIBERAL ART
15-20 GRANT: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN AMERICA:
1968: SECOND EDITION ONLY
10-12 GALLAGHER: TEACHING THE GIFTED CHILD
10.15 SUR: THIS IS MUSIC BOOK4: TEACHERS ED,: PAPER 1/3
ONLY

1

ABC
5-6 DECKER: MODERN FRENCH: INTERMEDIATE: CLEAN ONLY
' 5- HESSE: SPACN IS,H CONVERSATIONAL GRAMMAR: CLEAN ONLY

2MW -F
4 MW F
4 MW F
2 MW F
6 MT .R F
lMTWR 2TR

ALA
3-5 WINCHELL: GU IDE TO REFERENCE BOOKS

ATHENEUM
J.5BERNSTEIN: THE CAREFUL WRITER
B& N
J.S LEWIS & P: APPLICATION OF MATRIXTHEORY TO ELECTRICAL
.
ENGINEERING

BENJ.
3-5 BRA UER AND N: ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: A .
'
FIRST COURSE
BLAIS.
J.5 CHAPMAN: ELECTROMECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERSION

BROWN
10 150 HERTZ: PROGRAMS TO FITNESS
CORNELL
J.5-LENCZOWSKI: MIDDLE EAST IN WORLD AFFAIRS
D-M
5-6
HARDY & F: MUSIC LITERATURE: A WORKBOOK FOR ANALYSIS:
VOL. II: POLYPHONY
D,BlDAY

2-3 EVANS: WASP FARM: PAPER: 1/3 ONLY
.
FREE
40-50 FRONTIERS OF PSYCHOLOG ICAL RESEARCH 1/3 ONLY:
PAPER
2-3 CORSEN & L: INTRO TO ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND
WAVES

·REALLY HURTIN'

HB:w ·
5-1 0 CANNON: BUSINESS STRATEGY AND POLICY
.•/a% - HOYT: EUROPE IN THE MIDDLE AGES
30-40 it llGARD: INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY
5-6 RQBERTS: MODERN GRAMMAR ·

?
••
• •

+ HBW CONT,

5-6 GARRETT & S: PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
J.S ASTON: RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND POLITICAL THOUGHT

H-R
10-12 DOWNIE & H: BASIC STATISTICAL METHODS
. 5-6 KRAUS: THE BASIS OF HUMAN EVOLUTION
50-60 LEITHOLD: CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
6-8 SCHOENFELD: EFFECTIVE FEATURE WRITING
5-6 SHAW & W: FOCUS ON GERMAN FOR INTERMEDIATES
15-20 PLUTCHIK: FOUNDATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH:
PAPER 1/3
5-6 THOMPSON: FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
10-12 COMBS & S: INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR
10-20 BATTLE: NEW IDEA IN EDUCATION: PAPER 1/3 ONLY
20-25 REMMERS, ET AL: A PRACTICAL INTRO TO MEA_SUREMENT
. .
AND EVALUATION
5-6 LUCAS: RENAISSANCE AND REFOMATION
'
5-6
McDAVID& H: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY: INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS AND
SOCIETIES
3-5 CHEKHOV: TO THE ACTOR
5-6 JOHNSON, ET AL: SPEECH HANDICAPPED SCHOOL CHILDREN
3-5 PRISK: STAGE COSTUME HANDBOOK: PAPER 1/3 ONLY

RELAX,
AT

THE

PIZZ

.HU

,
3405 E. HILLSBOROUGH
8426 N.
,, FLORIDA

PH. 238-1212
PH.· 935-051 ~

s::i;:::i: :: ::::gD~c:~:YT~!!~1~! GRAMMAR: •
.!!
PAPER: 1/ 3
0

0

3-5 YOUNG & V: INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS FOR THE
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

I

ACC
10-15 CUSHMAN & C: CASES IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
10-12 SHAFFER: THE COMMUNIST WORLD
6-10 RECKLESS: THE CRIME PROBLEM
5-6 SPENCER, ET Al: ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
5-6 KRUMBEIN & P: MANUAL OF SEDIMENTARY P~TROGRAPHY
5-6 WARD: PLAYMAKING WITH CHILDREN
5-10 ATHEARN: RISK AND INSURANCE
5-6 GOLDMAN: USING TESTS IN COUNSHING
J.5 TYLER: THE WORK OF THE COUNSELOR

I

10-12 BACON: ART OF INTERPRETATION
5-6 ABRAMS & C: BASIC DATA PROCESSING
20-25 McCANDLESS: CHILDREN, BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT
5-6 McGOWAN & S: CbUNSELING: READINGS IN THEORY AND
.
PRACTICE ·
S:10 STEPHENS: EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
5-10 BLOUGH & S: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE AND HOW TO
.
TEACH IT (FOR HILLS CO.) · ·
5-6 JOHNSON : ETHICS: SELECTIONS FROM CLASSICAL &
CONTEMPORARY WRITERS: PAPER: 1/ 3 ONLY
75-100 TRILLING: EXP ERiENCE OF LITERATURE: VOL, I: DRAMA:
.
.
PAPER 1/3
10-12 ABELL: EXPLORATION OF THE UNIVERSE
5-10 GOLDSCHMIDT: EXPLORING THE WAYS OF MANKIND:
PAPER: 1/ 3 ONLY
20-25 RANNEY: GOVERNING OF MEN:
3-5 SAVELLE & M: HISTORY OF COLONIAL AMERICA: REV.
5-6 THILLY & W: A HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
5-10 BURBANKS.: IDEA AND FORM: READING FOR WRITING:
'
,
PAPER: 1/3

HRW
5-6 BUR.TON: LITERATURE STUDY IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS
5-6 PETERSON, ET AL: THE MASS MEDIA AND MODERN SOCIETY
3-5 BROCKETT: PLAYS FOR THE THEATRE: PAPER 1/3 ONLY
20-25 ALT,ICK: PREFACE TO CRITICAL READINGS .
20-25 LEFtWICH: PRICE SYSTEM AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
5-10 OLSEN: PROCESS OF SOCIAL ORGANiZATION
.
K-M
.
40-50 SARETT: BASIC PRINc/PLEfOF SPEECH
·l 5-6 FITE & R: ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
5-8 KIRK & J: EDU CA TING THE RETARDED CHILD
5-6 SHERTZER & S: FUNDAMENTALS OF GUIDANCE
5-10 HICKS, ET AL: HISTORY OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
3-5 PLUMB: ORIGINS OF POLITICAL STABILITY IN ENGLAND:
'
1675-1725
50-75
STOAKES & H: OUR LIVING LANGUAGE
5-6 SAINT-EXUPERY: LE PETIT PR INCE: CLEAN ONLY
10-15 MAIER : PSYCHOLOGY IN INDUSTRY
. 5-6 DURR: READING INSTRUCTION: DIMENSIONS AND ISSUES:
1
•
PAPER 1/3
5-10 GIBSON: SENSES CONSIDERED AS PERCEPTUAL SYSTEMS.
5-6 HYDE: TELEVISION AND RADIO ANNOUNCING
INTL. TEXT
20-25 GREENWOOD: CASEBOOK FOR.MANAGEMENT & BUSINESS
POLICY: A SYSTEMS APPROACH: 1968 ONLY
3-5 MOCK ET Al: BASIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: TEXT
PROBLEMS AND CASES

RI
3-5 HOLMES: BAS IC AUDITING PRINCIPLES
25-30 McCARTHY: BASIC MARKETING: MANAGERIAL APPROACH
15-25 ELLIOT & W: BUSINESS INFORMATION l'ROCESS ING
.
SYSTEMS: REVISED EDITION ONLY
10-12 MIKESELL & H: GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING
20-25 GANONG & P: LAW AND SOCIETY: PAPER: 1/3 ONLY ,
5-6 BOYD & W: MARKETING RESEARCH: TEXT AND CASES
10-12 BOWEN: MATHEMATICS WITH APPLICATIONS IN
.
MANAGEMENT A,ND ECONOMICS
12-12 LAWRENCE & S: ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND
ADMINISTRATION
40-50 COHEN & H: PERSONAL FINANCE: PR INCIPLES AND CASE
,
PROBLEMS
2-3 REED: PLANT LAYOUT: FACTORS, PRINCiPLES & TECHNIQUES ·
5-10 PEDERSON & W: SALESMANSHIP: PRINCIPLES AND METHODS
.
5-6 HILL: WHOLESALING MANAG EMENT
LIPP.
3.5 LANDAUER: CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICSYSTEMS:
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS '
10.15 DOUGLASS: SOCIAL STUDIES: FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
L-B
5-6 PADDOCK & P: FAMINE 1975: AMERICA'S DECISION: WHO
WILL SURVIVE: PAPER 1/3 ONLY
MC-G
30-35 MEIGS & J: ACCOUNTING: THE BASIS FOR BUSINES.S
,
DECISIONS
5-10 MEIGS: ADVANCED ACCOUNTING
-8-10 WRIGHT & W: ADVERTISING
5-6 BROWN & H: A. V. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS & METHODS
5-1 0 SCHERER & W: CONTEMPORARY GERMAN: CLEAN ONLY
5-6 CHER NO: THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD: SINCE 1850: PAPER:
1/3 ONLY
3-5 HAYT: ENGINEERING ELECTROMAGNETICS
1-2 JUVINALLE: ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS OFSTRESS,
.
.
STRAIN AND STRENGTH
40-80 A.F.C.E.: YOUNG: EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE
60-80 A.F.C.E.: YOUNG: EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE: PAPER: 1/3

oru

· ·

20-25 ALLENDOERFER & 0: FUNDAMENTALS OF FRESHMAN
MATHEMATICS
5-6 GREGG: ETAL: GREGG SHORTHAND DICTIONARY: DJS SERIES
·
'
ONLY·
10-12LESLIE, ETAL: GREGG SHORTHAND FOR COLLEGES:VOL I:
.
DH
5-10 LESLIE, ETAL: GREGG SHORTHAND FOR COLLEGES: VOL II:
DJS

3-5 GREGG, HAL: GREGG SPEED BUILDING FOR COLLEGES: DJS
3-5 HOSLER: GREGG TRANSCRIPTION FOR COLLEGES: DJS
3-5 MAYNARD: INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING HANDBOOK:
2-3 BETHEL: INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION & MANAGEMENT
5-1 0 MEIGS: INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING: SECOND EDITION
ONLY
3-5 BROWN & M: INTRODUCTION TO HEAT TRANSFER
10-12 CLENDENIN: INTRO TO INVESTMENTS
5-6 PHELPS: INTRO TO LABOR ECONOMICS
5,6 CRANDALL & D: AN INTRO TO MECHANICS OF SOLIDS
5-6 SCHULTZ & C: lA.BOR PROBLEMS: CASES AND MATERIALS: '
.
·
SOFT COVER: 1/3 ONLY
..•
5-10 CORLEY & Bl: LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS
10-12 DERNBERG & M: MACRO-ECONOMICS
5-6 MARTINDALE: MAN AND THE RENAISSANCE
20-25 DALE: MANAGEMENT: THEORY AND PRACTICE
15-20 BOWMAN: MARRIAGE FOR MODERNS
'-.. .
5-1 0 ROBI_NSON & R: MENTALLY RETAl!DED CHILO
' ._,;~...:,,r---.-~
3-.\L'(.JUON:-MOQERN WORLD
1/i
PAPER
5-6 AMA'.NN: MODUt WOllDt-16'50'-1850: VOL. Ill:
,
·
·
•
ONl,Y
·
6-8 HAINES: MONEY PRICES AND POLICY
3-5 SIEGEL: NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS
5-6 FREEMAN: PHYSICS: PRINCIPLES AND INSIGHTS
20.25 McGREGOR: PROFESSIONAL MANAGER
10-15 WEISZ: SCIENCE OF BIOLOGY
10.15 BLALOCK: SOCIAL STATISTICS
15-20 HORTON H: SOCIOLOGY
1
•
5-10 CLAY & K: THEATRICAL IMAGE
5-10 JOHNSON: THEORY AND MANAGEMENT OF SYSTEMS
5-6 HALL & B: TWELVE°DOORS TO JAPAN
5-6 EPSTEIN: VARIETIES OF PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
MCK
5-10 CROW & C: STUDENT TEACHER IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MACMILLAN
10-12 lOWEFELD: CREATIVE AND MENTAL GROWTH
' 3-5 BASTAIN, ETAl: EDITING THE DAYS NEWS
5-6 LEEPER, ET AL: GOOD SCHOOLS FOR YOUNG CHILDREtf
'
10-12 PERKINS AND V.: USA: A HISTORY: VOL II
5-10 MACDOUGALL: INTERPRETATIVE REPORTING: 1968
5-10 COPI: INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC: 4th: 1968
10-15 ANDERSON: LANGUAGE SKILLS IN ELEMENTARY
'
EDUCATION
10.15 GRONLUND: MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN
.
.
TEACHING
5-6 COPI & G: READINGS ON LOGIC: PAPER 1/3 ONLY
5-10 PHILLIPS: SOCIAL RESEARCH: STRATEGY AND TACTICS
5-10 JAROLIMEK: SOCIAL STUDIES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
5-6 GARDINER, ED,: THEORIES OF HISTORY
MAJORS
15-20 HAMBLIN: PHYSICAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY MANUAL
PAPER: 1/3 ONLY
20.25 TOLBERT: RESEARCH FOR TEACHERS AND COUNSELORS
.
G&CM
12-20 KENYON & K: PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN
ENGLISH
C,E.M.
5-6 SHAPIRO & W: ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS & STATISTICS
NEA
20-25 NCTM: TOPICS IN MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS:
W.W.N,
10-12 BRADLEY, ETAL: AMERICAN TRADITION IN LITERATURE:.
VOL I: ·THIRD EDITION QNLY
10-15 BRADLEY, ETAL: AMERICAN TRADITION IN LITERATURE:
VOL II: THIRD EDITION
5-6 MACK, ETAL: CONTINENTAL EDITION OF WORLD
•
MASTERPIECES: VOL II
5-10 MACK, ETAL: CONTINENTAL EDITION OF WORLD
•
MASTERPIECES: VOL I';
5-6 MACK: CONTINENTAL EDITION OF WORLD MASTERPIECES:
VOL II PAPER 1/3
10-15 MACHLIS: ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC: SHORT ED. REV,
20-35 ABRAMS, ED.: NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF ENGLISH
.
LITERATURE: VOL I: REV. ED. ONLY .
20-25 ABRAMS: NORTON ANTHOLOGY,OF ENGLISH LITERATURE! '
·
.
VOL II: REVISED ED, ONLY
OXFORD
~~1L:SPL~¥:::.i~~~~Jt;IAL CONTEXT
PHIL LI B.
5-6 ROUCEK: DIFFICULT CHILD
FAP
10.12 SPANIER: WORLD POLITICS IN AN AGE OF REVOLUTION
PAPER EDITION: 1/3 ONLY
PH
3-5 KLEPPNER : ADVERTISING PROCEDURE
5-6 SPIEGEL: APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL EQ UATIONS
5-6 CROXTON & C: APPLIED GENERAL ~TATISTICS
3-5 WISE: APPLIED PHONETICS
3-5 TILLINGHAST: APPROACHES TO HISTORY: PAPER 1/3
5-10 BRONSTEIN, ETAL: BASIC PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY
50-60 WHITEHEAD: CHULDRENS LITERATURE: STRATEGIES 01'
TEACHING: PAPER 1/3 ONLY
5,10 HOR NG REN: COST ACCOL!NTING: A MANAGERIAL EMl',.HASIS
3-5 WOOD: DELAYED SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
40-50 BACH: ECONOMICS: AN INTRO TO ANALYSIS AND POLICY
15-20 FREUND & W: ELEMENTARY BUSINESS STATISTICS: THE
MODERN APPROACH

3-5 SHORTLEY & W: ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS
6-8 SHAMES: ENGINEERING MECHANICS: VOL II: DYNAMICS
5-6 FEDERALTAX COURSE: 1969 EDITION ONLY
3-5 WARD: INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
100-150 KEMENY, ETAL: AN INTRO TO FINITE MATHEMATICS
3-5 KOTLER: MARKETING MANAGEMENT: ANALYSIS, PLANNING
.
AND CONTROL
3-5 STANIER, ETAL: MICROBIAL WORLD
.
5-6 WEST & A: MIDDLE AMERICA
20-25 STRAUSS & S: PERSONNEL: THE HUMAN PROBLEMS OF
.
MANAGEMENT

Books will be purchased at up to ½ of purchase price - hard-bound (1 / 3 paper back)
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Problems
Registration Policy-·urged
Stanley Marshall, Florida State old, we would have a better univerUniversity (FSU) acting president, sity system.
was forced into action by an anachRobert
C HA NC E LL O R
ronism.
Mautz showed this ability in
Law is given legitimate authority being the first person to describe
-only when it has power. Power is the recognition system as "archagiven by consent in a democracy ic." The Board of Regents defense
and necessity in totalitarian gov- may be likened to Leon County's
ernments. The policy of university riot squad that moved in with fixed
recognition of student organiza- bayonets when a crowd gathered
tions has no power because our soci- outside the SDS meeting last week.
Mr. Marshall asked that the
ety gives it no basis.
He refused to give the sanction campus security force enforce the
of his university to a group which injunction he was forced to get to
believes social change will come keep SDS sympathizers f r o m
about only _ through revolution. meeting. The campus security
Whether the local FSU group es- began the arrests when the riot
PO\}Sed the goals of the national squad moved in on the crowd outgroup remained to be seen, but side.
Likewise, Mr. Marshall was
Mr. Marshall acted under the
~ resent system of approving the handling the situation at FSU
when Chairman Kibler deemed it
ossibility of such action.
to issue his proclamation.
necessary
This disapproval of Johnny's
PROPOSAL OF t h e
THE
iends, is in direct contradiction to
SCSBP is that campus organizaof
exchange
free
of
concept
1e
1
tions only be required to register
ieas at a university.
on campus. The old system of recAND BURKE KIBLER, chair- ognition implied an identifiq1tion
an · of the Board of Regents, who with the university to the group
-riticized Rep. Jim K. Tillman and
through use of its facilities.
Sen. Tom Slade for interfering in
This proposal would take the
university business then proceeded university out of this position and
to 1take the matter completely out would help them a void one of the
of the hands of the individual uni- -maln problems of confrontation.
versity and made a general policy
Law is given legitimate authoristatement ruling out Students for a ty only when it has power. Power
Democratic Society and Southern is given by consent in a democracy
Stqdent Organizing Committee rec- and necessity in t,o talitarian ·govognition at any state university.
ernments. The power of this policy
The State Council of Student of university recognition of student
rBody Presidents (SCSBP) have organizations has been cut if a ma,given the regents an opportunity to jority of people disagree with it.
'reverse this rash decision by lookThe responsibilities a college
ing through the whole, controver- student attends to everyday are
sia:l problem and seeing the irra- just as heavy as the res ponsibility
t ionality of the system.
of choosing what organizations he
· !if the Board of Regents showed believes in, therefore the student
this ability of adapting the system should be exposed to all ideas, as
to the situation instead of immedi- he would be in life, and have the
ately running to the defense of the right to choose.

Volunteer Army Bill Untimely
points, the bill proposing a volunacle today concludes a
The.
three p8.'.r.,. i series ori th~ feasibilty
teer army appears to be very unof a volunteer military service as timely.
introduced in Congress by Senator
Senator Hatfield's bill m ay
Mark Hatfield (R-Ore.).
prove to be an effective system
'We ·.are no expeds in m atters after the Vietnam war is ended,
pei'taining to the military and, as but not before . We cannot afford to
such,, _have only tried to present all · jeopardize our chances in Vietnam
the factual information available, now for the simple r eason that the
hoping that members of the Uni- yiet Cong are not going to jeoparversity community - especially
dize theirs.
students - will become familiar
We understand that -the draft
with what we think r epresents a system is not proper , but we cer.pertinent issue ·directly affecting a tainly , need to be presented with
large segment of the student popu- better alternatives. Unlike other
lation.
countries, the United States is
A · volunteer· military service committed to m any foreign lands.
would serve to solve many social It is right and just that we assist
problems plaguing us now. As Sen- other countries because we are a
ator Hatfield explained to Con- wor ld power.
gress last month when he introHowever , the volunteer military
duced his bill, the pr esent draft
service, although somewhat effechas many drawbacks Which in- tive, does not appear to be the anvolve a "drastic invasion of indi- swer. Financially speaking the
i idualliberty."
costs of a volunteer army would be
\ We believe that each man has a
pr ohibitively high ; a Pentagon
noral obligation to serve his coun- . . _ study has calculated that it would
·y, but he is not going to ser ve to cost as much as $17-billion more a
ie best of his abilities when he year to support a force at the preres not have much freedom to Vietnam war level if unemployment
oose what form this service shall fell as low as four per cent of the
national work force ..
~
~e. .
' We believe one of the greatest
It is a good sign to know that
:dvantages of a volunteer militar y Senator Hatfield and eigh't other
er:~ice would be to upgrade the Congressmen are attempting to
1
coriditions and status of a military find a s ubstitute to the present
career - sinee figures show us
draft system . Their bill for a vol- ,
that at the present time only about unteer army presents m any posiseven per cent of the young men tive points. We applaud their indrafted stay in the Armed F orces tent, but believe that the country is
after their two-year obligation.
too involved at this point in interHowever , despite all its good national affairs as to undertake
what can be described as a n " uncertain" m ilitary force.
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Ah, yes. 'Tis the spring when
young men's fancies turn to
recognition of SDS.

It has been that kind of a week
in Flor ida and in the nation as various student groups seek to air
their demands through campus
r ecognized groups.
However , once
again Flor ida, the
Sunshine State,
has failed to "let
the sun shine in,"
to paraphras e a
current hit Broadway musical. The
State Board of
Regents acting in
regard to the explosive s ituation
at Florida State
has
University
acted against reacoherency
son,
and all logical advice and refused
campus r ecognition " by any university'' of the group known as Students F or A Democratic Society
(SDS) .

JOHN CALDERAZZO

Let's All 'Turn Off'
Most of us moan that a 24-hour day
just isn't long enough. We complain we
have no time to study, no time to play,
no time to sleep, no time to do anything.
Yet when we do find spare time we
don't know what to do with it. F or some
reason we've forgotten how to r elax.
We're afraid of slowing down.

It seems we must always preoccupy
ourselves with something. We must emit
great bursts of energy ourselves, or witness its emission from somewhere else
via a bombardment of our senses. We
must at all times and all costs avoid the
Terrible Void of non-experience and
non-commitment.
WHOEVER LABELED ours the
"Turned On" generation didn't know how
r ight he was.- The evidence abounds on
campus :
In class, most students manage to
look "turned-off" enough. But what are
they really doing ? They're juggling their
legs to some silent tune, doodling in a
notebook -and listening to the lecture or
participating in the discussion - simul, t aneously.

In their rooms they listen to J ames
Brown, smoke, munch crackers, and
r ead Thoreau - simultaneously.

BUT NOWHERE is this phantasmagorical life more evident than in the University Center Coffee Shop. (Isn't E VERYTHING more evident in the Coffee
Shop ?) It is almost impossible to Turn
Off there; and that is probably why
some poeple inhabit the place, for a sort
of security, or guarantee of experience.
Consider a hypothetical example : A
student drinks his coffee and polishes off
his all-the-way Morrison's hamburger.
He snuffs out the last of the super-duper
king-size filter cigarettes he did not
smoke. The conversation at the table
dwindles and, inevitably, so does the
music from the juke box.
Very slowly, the student tenses up;
then, almost imperceptably, an unmistakable look of p anic creeps into his eyes.
It is his realization of the Terrible Void!

FORTUNATELY, A prudent friend
intercedes : "Music, Music! Quick boys 1"
- an ecstasy of fumbling for the coins
that will buy precisely three minutes of

throbbing serenity. The juke box is turned
on again and so is the student, now rapping the table in mindless accompanim ent. Saved by the Beatles!
Sociologists predict that our leisure
time is increasing every year. What with
m achines supplanting the common laborer and computers replacing t he executive, they predict jobs may become so
scarce that the government might
someday be forced to pay people for
NOT. working. The proposed Guaranteed
National Income, for example, is a step
in this direction.
Because we are the Turned-On generation we are also the Now generation ;
and everyday, behavior gets more bizarre, the demand for change becomes
that m uch louder. The hippie movement,
the drug scene, the endless and sometimes mindless protests are all part of it.
Leisure time is partly the cause. If
we're having so m uch trouble disposing
with what spare time we have today,1
think about the trouble we'll have 20
years from now. Then again, maybe
you'd better not think about it.

UR READERS WRITE

Resignal-ion Reasons Revealed
EDITOR:
In r eply to your articles last
week, concerning the resignations of several legislators , I feel
that it is important that the students know what prompted this
action. These are m y personal
feelings, but from talking to several others who resigned I believe that their motives were the
same.
I ran for Student Government
with the sincere desire to help
the students, but soon found out
that ,t hey don't want help. It is
upsetting to know' that 'so many
students are interested in nothing more than a diploma. How
could I represent people who
don't even know there is a Student Government - or even
care?
WHEN WORK star ted on the
Bill of Rights , I thought that this
would show the students that
someone was working for them
and that the students would
react. Well, they reacted all
Fight but only when they heard
rumors that the Bill would close
their school.

dorm rules. And if students are
going to eat here, let them decide what they are going to eat.
These are student concerns and
students should have the r ight to
make decisions; not just advis, ing, but a full law making voice.

After all, college is not the
place to worry about rights and
if we aren't careful, a diploma
from USF will be worth a bout as
much as one from that radical
Berkeley school.
Disgusting ! But even this
couldn't bring students out to express themselves. Honestly, people, there isn't a poll tax and
your picture isn't put on file as a
revolutionist!
With all of this, plus the
Mouseketeer meetings e a c h
Thursday nigqt, I began to realize that the Student Government
meetings were merely a n arm of
the administration. A body which
functions for the pleasure of " the
king and his court."
IT IS TIME the a dministration started not just listening, but
paying attention and acting. If
_students are going to pay fees let
the students decide where it is to
be spent. If the students are
going to attend the classes, give •
them a chance to decide which
classes .
If students are going to live in
the dorms let them decide the

THIS IS WHY I could not stay
in Student Government. The University of F lorida is giving their
student body the chance to decide if they want a student government.
If our legislature is so · sure
they are wanted by the students,
. why not let the students say so.
Give the students the chance to
decide whether Student Government remains at USF, and make
it .possible only by a majority
vote of the entire student body.
As the University of F lorida Student Government president said,
"put up or shut up. "
MARY STANWIX-HAY
ICBS

More Letters

On Page- 5

..

CO mp uIsO ry

By STUART THAYER
Staff Writer
Students in general don't like to be
told what to do. They tlidn't like being
forced to go to chapel, and they didn't
like being forced to take ROTC. And it's
for s ure they don't like being forced to
serve in the armed forces.
Since USF has never had either chapel
or ROTC, there _has been no history of
anti-compulsory anything - until students found out that if they were not
· over 21, they had to live in an on-campus
dormitory, if they were not to live at
home.

TIED INTO that package here is the
food service of Morrison's cafeteri,is
which students pay for as part of the $47
per month r ent. Students aren't even allowed to order food from a n off-campus
caterers to ·be brought to their rooms.
~· Some,. regar dless of the University'

· reasoning, are growing tired of this compulsory arrangement. Some have openly
challenged this policy but the University
has not chosen (publicly, anyway) to
prosecute for any regulations violations
·
as yet.
Instead, Vice Pres. for Student Affairs Herbert J. Wunderlich has passed
the buck up to the state attorney general's office waiting to see if the latter will
rule compulsory housing illegal. He
hasn't gotten an answer a s yet.

SO THE PROTESTS (and the housing
policy) go on. What students object to is
not so much Morrison's per se, but that
they don't have any choice in the matter.
And no one likes a "monopoly."
Mos t irritating, however , is the nocaterer provision. Morrison's wants it
and Housing Director Ray King has said
it is needed for protection aga inst possible food poisoning. Confusion as to the
source of the ,pad food, he has said,
\_

could result in a false law suit. A minor
point it is, perhaps , but the only really
valid reason for ·the "monopoly."
Financial reasons also enter the com pulsory housing picture. USF Business
Manager Andrew C. Rodgers says compulsory housing aids in paying for the
bonds that were sold and needed to build
both Andros and Argos complexes.

RODGERS SAID the University
promised the bond holders, as an incent ive to buy, maximum occupancy (and
thus maximum revenue) to pay off the
bonds.
He said a reserve of five per cent of
the total cost of the buildings is needed
before a financial argument for compulsory housing could be questioned. It will
take until 1973, he added, to reach the
r equired reserve level with compu-Isory
housing.
Given these legal requir~ments, what
can be done, if anything? SG P reside~~-

J

elect Steve Anderson says he's going to
try to reduce the under-21 compulsory
housing age to 19 as a partial solution.

CONCE RNING THE bari by the
Regents of SDS, Steve Anderson,
president-elect of USF's student
body said, "It was in my opinion, a
great tactical err or and .one which
they will regret, if they do not alr eady. They must learn that this
type of shallow action will not
solve our university problems and
that , if anything, it will compound
them."

Well said Steve. For as we all
know in the end the Board's action
has played right into the hands of
those that need a cause to create
trouble.
How careless of the Board to be
so timid as to not see through :this
r ecognition r equest as legitimate,
Instead they have chosen to "r un
s cared" and in their wake have
created an "issue," and a burning
one at that.
WIIlCH IS BETTER I -ask? To
r ecognize SDS, thereby removing
the contr oversy and bringing .that
group under the scrutiny of the
individual university's guidance;
or to let the group s cream · "no
· freedom here," "Universities st ifle
expression of divergent opinions"
and let it remain underground.
'

.

The answer to anyone that has
a ny knowledge of student activism
and the student struggle toda~
would be RECOGNITION.
Can it be that the Board is so
devoid of knowledge that it is
blinded by the individual pr ejudices of its members ?
AT LAST FRIDAY'S B'"oard of
Regents meeting the State Council
of Student Body Presidents offer ed
to the Boar d a chance to reverse
themselves. A chance to end what
is growing into a major student administration confrontation.
Their answer was the answer of
most of today's red-tape, oriented
bureaucrats, no action, just the appointment of a committee to study
the matter.

Meanwhile, back at the universities, time has run out. The comm ittee appointed , will not give its
r eport until the next Board meeting and that will not be until the
first week in April. What until
then?
The various campus leaders
have t ried to explain that this
problem has been in existence for
some time and that what is needed
is revision now of the way in which
campus groups are recognized.
THE STATE Council Presidents
have tried to plead for time, to the
various student elements so that
this question of campus organizat ion r ecognit ion could be effectively settled.

IT'S NOT the ultimate goal, he says,
but it's a start. Anderson said he wants
to abolish compulsory housing altogether, but said if compulsory housing is
At FSU time ran out as the adreally needed, he'll go along with it. The . ministration there handed the SDS
next step, he said, would be a compulgroup all the " issue" they needed
sory-age reduction from 19 to 18, then,
to start trouble. They r efused their
hopefully, total abolition. Anderson
admittance as a campus or ganizadoesn't, however, plan to opt for abolition.
tion at one lum p.
FSU's President Marshall who
The University is not compelled to
wants less than a nyone to have a
have just one food service, nor is it
forced to build up that bond reserve by
riot, in affect ordered one, special
1973. But ·i t has chosen to do so.
delivery, when he refused SDS
campus status.
And even until then ma ny under--21
USF students will continue to live offNow, the Board of Regents has
campus despite the r ules against it. The
in affect placed its order for the
University should continue, if it is wise,
entir e State Univer sity system.
to wink at the infractions.
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Can Volunteer Army Become. Mercenary?
By MARIO GARCIA
Editor
One of the major objections
against a volunteer military
service is that a professional
army attracted only by financial incentives - what is
commonly called a " mercernary" army - c~uld have undesirable social -consequences
for the country.
There are those who estimate that this type of military
service would produce a military class, an all-Negro army
or. an army of social misfits.
. In addition, there are others
who see a tremendous threat
to· · the traditional citizen's
army when those involved in
it no ;longer have any personal
pride or patriotism in what .
they are doing.
P~esident Richard Nixon disagre¢_s with thos_e who think

Jacobsohn Wins
Scholarship
Jeffrey M. Jacobsohn, 4
EGR, won a $300 scholarship
_provided by the members of
the Florida West Coast Chapter of The American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air Conditioning Engineers. '
· Jacobsohn, 22, is a native of
Euclid , Ohio, and is pursuing
a degree in energy -conversion.

i
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. eign 11egion formed within the ed," Tyler said.
Pentagon studies show that
military set up. Labor leader
factors would work
powerful
holds
who
one
is
Gus Tyler
that view; he says that a vol- in a volunteer ·a rmy tuward
unteer army would be "low keeping the proportion of
income and ultimately over- blacks about where it is in the
draft army. - 11 per ,cent, or
whelmingly Negro."
"THESE VICTIMS· of our roughly the same as the nasocial order prefer the uni- tion as a whole. Studies show
form b e c a u s e of socio- that pay rises would attact
economic cumpulsions, for . whites as much as blacks,
the three square meals a day, just as both are drawn into
ately black? Others even go as for the relative egalitarianism police forces for similar com.far as to question the possibil- of the barracks or the foxhole, pensation.
It is said that the same eduity of an internal Negro For- for the chance to be promot-

fil'f8t.::f.ffiJ§..t~['TIEZ%Th1tL~Tuf..~r~tmJf&3t1tIT.t1

that an army of well-paid careerists would become either
mercenary of a "state within
a state."
He dismisses the mercenary
argument as nonsense since
the U.S. already pays soldiers
a salary. He asks: "Why
should a raise in pay - which
for an enlisted man might go
from the present $2;900 a year
to as much as $7,300 - turn
Americans · i n t o mercenaries?"

LAST
OF A
SERIES
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SAID NIXON: "We are
talking about the .same kind of
citizen armed force . America
has had ever since it began,
excepting only in the period
when we '1 have relied · on the
draft."
Nixon has also addressed
to student interests without
himself to the possibility that EDITOR:
the ada careerist army might beI should like to apologize to being responsible to
come a seedbed for future _ those who voted for me in. ministration.
· m'ilitary coups. That danger is both the fall and the winter
I SOON LEARNED, howevprobably inherent in any mili- elections and to explain to
the SG circus thrives
tary force, but, as the tre"'si- those who care to know, my er, that
ry crises ; that
parliamenta
on
dent points out, a coup would motives for resigning from
power in the University lies
necessarily come from "the
Student Government.
only in those vested with it
top officer ranks, not from the
excluenlisted ranks, and we alI apologize, first, for not (administra tors) to the
and
(student
others
all
of
sion
er
career-offic
a
ready have
resigning sooner than I did.
corps. It , is hard to see how But, as you see, I didn't faculty) that our _ legislation
replacing draftees ,vith volun- understand that Student Gov- carries just about the weight
teers would make • officers ernment is not the viable al- ' of the paper used to print it;
more influential."
ter~ative I naively once be- that students mistake authorifor
it was. For this I ac- ty for wisdom, status
lieved
Another question comes up
amelioraand
rectitude
moral
d
with regard to the feasibility cept both criticism . a n
tion of evil for solution.
of a volunteer military ser- blame.
I saw the mocke,ry of the
vice. Might not the volunteer
I believed that the Student
Senate as most of
University
army . become disproportion-· ·
more
Government could be
cringed in
concerned
those
than a debating arena for the ·
President Allen who
of
awe
beegotistical participants ; I
ramrodded its action with all
lieved that the Student Govthe grace of a drill sergeant. I
ernment could provide a
that participation in
learned
power base from which to
the system leads to cobargain with the administraoptation . by the · forces one
tion for the realization of stucombats, and that involvedent t ights; I believe . ment supports the established
that . conscientious legislation
evils one decries..
would carry weight when dec;:isions were being made; I · FACED WITH such exbelieved that the Student Gov- tremes of hope a.nd realizaernment could be responsive
1
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tion, I took the only path that

i knew to walk - the responsible one. Yes, my resignation
was a responsible act in the
sense that my continued participation could only have resulted in substantiating your
beliefs that the system would
work. _In view of my experiences and relationships · with
Student Government, I would
have ·been hypocritical to
have continued and would
have done so for only the basest of reasons - my pride.
When Professor (Kenneth)
Megill was here last month he
explained that the greatest
danger to those who desire social change today is not r epressive reaction by the
system, but that one may be
sucked into joining a committee. I refuse to participate. I'll
continue to work for social
change as long as my
strength will support me and
as far outside the system as
my wits will carry me, but I'll
not be co-opted again.
BOB VAN HOOK
. 3AMS

Coalition Hit
EDITOR:
It's nice to know The Oracle
isn't the only 'medium that
makes mistakes. qoncerning
the Campus Coalition sheet of
last week, whoever wrote that
· " 'Hair' is the best thing that '
bas ever graced our new theatre" is undoubtedly speaking
out of ignorance, and has seen
nothing else in the building.
The writer, saying, "For
me to describe this thing is
stupid a n d presumptous"
(sic) has pointed out his very
handicap in making such a
' qualification . ,
To quote further, " 'Hair'
isn't a play, or show or anything . . ." That is correct.
Revue is the term that might
· aptly define if. 'Hair' was
music and bits tied together
loosely by what might pass
· for a theme. The show reach. es different areas of stimulation than do most other theatre productions. Tho's e areas
are indeed stimulated, of
course, but usually not in such
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EDITOR:
Your last issue gave superficial and often inaccurate
· coverage to the Conference on ·
Moral Imperatives for U.S.
Foreign Policy held Feb; 23.
First, Dr. Gowen, not Mr.
Leming, appealed to White
America to realize its racism.
Secondly, our discussion of
population control did not conclude "the problem consists of
a war between affluent society and the poor peoplet as
your article stated. Instead,
the discussion indicated the
tremendous imbalance between wealthy and poor na-·
tions could not long be maintained in a world of increa,sed
communication and interrelation.
Finally, I was incorrec!:ly
. quoted as . saying. the U.N.
" can serve the purpose of
peace by 'working within its
framework." Instead, our
committee enumerated several important new functions for
the U.N. including an International Police Force, and independently financed Secretariat, gnd an increasingly active role for the Secretary
General.
1
Exciting possibilities exist in
Internationalization of the
oceans and their developmen t
as sources of raw materials
and food for emerging nations. The report I presented
did not stress the weaknesses
of the U.N. Our proposals
were for a positive, responsible U.N. achieving its fullest
potential in the q4est for
.
world peace.
JOHN ETRIDGE
World Affairs Council
President

a blatant manner.
THE CAST SHOULD definitely be commended for its
spirit - however, it should be
condemned for its lack of organization, discipline, and polish. For the amount .of rehearsal time . the cast had
('Hair' started rehearsals in
November), the show was no
more ready to go up than any
of the afternoon presentations.
in the building which have
two weeks at two hours per
day to shape up. And, despite
the amount of rehearsal time,
a lot of things could have
made 'Hair' go better were
not touched upon at all.
Yes, the snow was . wellreceived - it is controversial,
so of course people want to
see it. OvP.r two hundred people got in each night (not 160,
as our Coalition f r i e n d
states), and enjoyed it because the ·c ast's rapport and
spirit were astounding and the
songs were good, though not
But
necessarily . well.done.
without a script, discipline,
and with little t alent, the
show was not the "best -thing
that has ever graced our new
theatre. "
Certainly there must . be
some taste left in the world
today.

DOUG KAYE

4 TAR

cational magnets, which tend teers now are white. Better
to rule out many Negores as pay and better ·.conditions
would obviously m'ake militoo poorly schooled and leave
tary service more attractive
many whites in c o 11 e g e to black and white alike."
through deferments, would
A VOLUNTEER arm y,
continue to exert their effect.
many think, could help ease
Ronald V. Dellums, a Ma- racial tensions, perhaps by'
rine volunteer 13 years ago ending the imbalance that has
and now one of two black blacks serving in the front
Jines at almost -three times
councilmen in Berkeley, optheir proportion in the J?OPUlaposes the whole idea of enlist- tion and certainly by i-emovment as ','a way for the black ,ing the arbitrariness of the
people to get up and out of the draft that puts them there.
A psychological effect which
ghetto existence. If a black
believe to be
man has to become a paid some experts
beneficial to the nation is the
killer in ortler to take care of fact that the volunteer milihimself and his family econom- tary service would eliminate
icalfy, there· must be some- the need to force ,men to go
thing very sick about this society."

EVEN IF. ALL qualified Negroes were enrolled, studies
show, the black proportion of
the volunteer army could not
top 2.5 per cent. Nixon holds
· that feat of a black army is
fantasy:
"It supposes that raJSmg
military pay would in some
way slow up or stop the flow
of white volunteers, even as,it ·
stepped up the flow of black
volunteers. Most of our volun-

Intelligentsia
To View
'Machine'

way against their consciences, ·
and end such other distortions ;
as paying soldiers far less
than they would get if they :
were . civilians, or forcing
other young men irito early
marriages a n d profitless
studies to avoid the draft.
The bill for a volunteer military service, introduced by
Senator Mark H a t f i e l d,
R-Ore., is becoming a controversial issue with military ex- .
perts, P~ntagon officials und
students. If one looks at -the
bill from a realistic point of .
view, he finds that, to a large
extent, the nati_on already has
a voluntary army - in the
sense that two-thirds· of its
present troops are enlistees.

§JPRJNG
IS A PRETTY
LOOK!
LET US
STYLE YOUR
:HAIR IN ONE
OF THE SOFT
.NEW SPRING
LOOKS •••
AT

THE

THE

SUBURBANETTE
BEAUTY SALON AND W1G CENTER
FlETCHER 'AVE. AT 22nd ST. PH. 935-1400

Friday's audience for
"The Infernal Machine"
will include a bloc of important visitors - members of Mensa, a group
composed of the top two
per cent of the world's in·
telligentsia.
Members of Mensa's
local chapter will. view the
show and then host an informal gathering to meet
and r ap with the "Machine's" company.
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PORTRAIT OF AYOUNG MAN

Taste ·

that

beats

the
others
cold!

Honest-toPepsi taste!

UPTIGHT
program •that will expand as .
your needs do. The earlier you :.
st art, the less it costs, and the
more security: you'll have a
chance to build.
Give us a call. Or· stop by
our office, and let's talk about
how to shun sharks-poo l or
loan.

Ifs not hard to get that
way, you know. Ali' it takes is
a wife, a kid, mounting respon,.sibilities, inadequate planning
-a·nd. you're racked- up. so
make financial security your
thing.
Start to plan now for it..:....
by investing in a life insurance

TOM BAKISE

.DICi<WEAR

-PRO Vl@E NT

PEPSI•
COLA

MUTU AL~ LIFF
IN S URANC E COMPANY OF PHI LAOE L PHIA

Co.lin

A. Shankle Agency-

Suite 107
S444 Bay Center Drive
,Tampa, Florida

Jlfct up an utra carto.n~•

•

F~ E BANQUET
SPONSORED BY THE INTERFRATERN1TY COUNCIL

WITH
GUEST SPEAKER
FRAN CURCI, COACH
TAMPA SPARTANS

FOR THOSE REGISTERING FOR
.THIRD QUARTER .RUSH
1
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Swimmers Get Second
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USF's Women's Tennis Team

Girl Netters Win Tourney
TALLAHASSEE USF's
women's tennis team copped
both the number one and two
positions jn the singles and
doubles division and then
· went on to win the Florida
State Invitational Tournament
held at Florida State's courts.
The Brahman team racked
up 33 points and defeated 14
other schools to take the tourney for the second straight

year. :Mississippi State College for Girls was second with
17, while host Florida State
finished third with 13.
Chris Koutras won the singles crown with a tough 6•1,
6-4, win over teammate Tish
Adams, and then combined

USF's
not be
breaking
win-loss
Glaize is
own.

ONE DAY SERVICE!
SHIRTS, SWEATERS
DRESSES & JACKETS

baseball team may
setting any record
performances in the
column, but Dave
doing a ll right cin his

The Brahmans, after a 4-2
opening-day win over St. Leo,
have dropped three stra ight
and are off to its slowest start
in three seas ons .

IN SPITE OF all this Glaize

HIGGINS a,NIFORMS
5108 Nebraska An. 233-1821

forces with Elesa Nelson for a
6-1, 6-4 conquest over J acquie T_IRES _at wholesale prices, all
and Tish Adams in the dou- sizes wide - oval - sl1clrn - redl ine • whitewall or black. ~8-25
bles.
up with trade in. Call Wes DisMiss Joanne Young was tributorship.
very pleased with her team's For sale: hardtop to fit '62 and
earlier Corvettes. Contact Bill
strong showing in the tourna- Hutchings, Alpha <151, ext. 2317
ment.
or 2318.

Jeans for guys and gals. Blue,
tan, white and black. Levis,
Wranglers, Lee Riders. Boots,
too. Sunshine Dept. Store-1802
7th Ave.- Ybor City
Travelers Motel. Nice clean
rooms, swimming pool, close to
USF. Ideal for visiting families
of students.

individual medley with a
4 :42.8. It was the first time he
had ever swum the event, and
with this time, he too quali-

medley relay team of Mike
McNaughton, Kelly, Terry
Brazel, and Dave Naffziger
took second with a time of
3 :48.5. FSU won the event
with a time of 3 :45.

McNAUGHTON and Pete
Kenning took a 3-4 finish in the
200 backstroke. Rico Maschino finished fourth in the
three-meter diving with 416.45
points.
JOE LEWKOWICZ
. . . new record
fied. He also finished third in
the 200 butterfly with a time
of 2 :03.6. His time of 2 :03.3 in
the preliminaries set a new
USF record.

THE SEMINOLES, showing
good team strength and
overall depth, won 14 of 18
events. The Brahmans took
three a nd Miami the other.
USF's Mike Berry Jost a
close race in the 1,650 yard
frees tyle, when the Seminoles'
Mark Jenkins edged him by a
second with a time of 18.05.6.
Berry swam a time of 18 :06.5·
The Bra'hmans 400 yard

has managed to ramble for a
.416 batting average with five
hits in 12 trips. He has also

__ DIG LEATHER!
All kinds ·of leather gear.
Get with the tuff leather look.
All items custom made.

THE SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

scored 4 runs to lead in that
department.

Larry McGary, Brahman
catcher, is second behind
Glaize with a r espectable .333
average and one triple.

DOUG HEYKENS and Paul
Buzzella are the only other
Brahman hitters batting over
.200, while the rest of USF hit•
ters are struggling to find the
r ange. Buzzella, Brahman
shortstop, led USF last year
in stolen bases and is currently leading in that department
with four.
Reserve Willard Brimm and

DAVE GLAIZE
... hot streak
Church Stuckie lea d the team
in rbi's with three a piece.
Brimm knocked all his in with
a pinch-hit homer un against

Coach Bob Grindey was
very pleased with his team's
performance. "The team did
one heck of a good job," he
said. i'I think Lewkowicz did
an extremely good job swimming t he 400. It's the first
time he swam it. I'm ver y
pleased."
The Brahmans have t wo
weeks to prepare for the
NCAA finals. USF has qualified 10 of its 14 swimmers.
Those making the finals include Berry, Brazel, Dave
Keene, Kelly, Ke n n in g,
Lewkowicz, Maschino, McNaughton,
Naffziger,
and
Stelter.

ons~ of
~andwieh

Stetson.
THE BRAHMAN pitching so
far has been nothing to cheer
about as Marvin Sherzer has
the only win. Sherzer downed
St. Leo, giving up six hits and
striking out five.
Sherzer, a fter hurling 15 innings boasts a 3.60 earned nm
average. He leads the pitchers in s trikeouts with nine.

Although the Brahmans are
off to a slow start, Glaize, a
spunky second baseman, has
been instrumental in USF's
offensive attack. He has
walked five times and s tolen
one base.

Brazel took t hJrd in the 100
butterfly with a time of 55.5,
while McNaughton took third
in the 100 back.

- - - - - - -- - - - = - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Glaize; Sherzer lead Brahman
Baseballers In Hitting, Pitching
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor

MONOGRAMING

TALLAHASSEE USF's
swimming team, backed by
the double wins of Bill Kelly
CLASSIFIED
and the record-breaking per13. WANTED
ADVERTISING RATES
formance by Joe Lewkowicz,
5 lines
Diving gear - used, 71.2 tank gained second place in the In(27 characters/line) ••. $1.00 single-hose r egulator. Will pay
Ad<l¾tional Line _______ .15 reasonable price. Call collect af- dependent University SwimRepea.t ed: 24 Issues __ __ .90* ter 7 p.m., 747-3534 Bradenton.
ming Cha mpionships held
there last Friday and Satur!\fore than <l issues ---- .75* 14. HELP WANTED
day.
*Per five lines (27 characters)
Male, Female
The Brahmans finished the
NIWEliit)k~"~dkdJ£WR£0'%'.W&'.~1it Young man for part time and
tourney with 99 points, while
full time work. Meals furnished . host team Florida State easily
- -_-F_O_R_R_E_N_T____ Contact Mr. J ack Gregory,
2
Burger Chef, Temple Terrace topped the meet with 202.
- - - - - - - - - - - - from 8 a .m. to 11 a.m., 2-3 p.m . Five teams competed in the
Nice clean trailers for rent. Spa- Male or Female to care for two tournament. Tulane got third
c ious grounds, swimming pool, children (ages 7 and 8) from 2 with 77, while Miami fi nished
close to USF, everything fur- p.m. , to 6 p.m., 5 days per
with 59 and Birmingham
nished. 12400 Nebraska Ave.
week. Reliable transportation
Room for rent - Immaculate required. F or Interview, call Southern rounded out the field
private home, male Graduate 988-1105.
with 18.
student, facultv. Phone, 988- - - - - - - - - - - - KELLY WON BOTH the 100
8130.
.
20. PERSONALS
and 200 yard breastroke races.
Reward offered for information
3• APTS. & HOUSES leading to person who hit amber He swam the 100 in 1 :04.4,
edging teammate Alan Stel- - - - . . - - - - - - - - Galaxie in Soc. on Mon. around
ter,
who took second, by a full
Male roommate(s) needed. Mar- 5:30. Call 225·2341 after 6 p.m.
Jo Apartment. Has everything. FREE! No mor e Administration second. He took the 200 in a
Must be 21. Call Fred or Mark red tape forms, or " m idnight time of 2 :21 and qualified for
at 988-1679 or come to 5905 Mar- search for the arson" alarms. the NCAA finals which will be
ta Dr . 1 m . from USF.
Last Thursday l was 21; Life is held March 20.22 at Spring_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ beautiful everyone. Kim.
fi eld, Mass.
10. AUTOMOTIVE
Lewkowicz won the 400 yard
21. MISCELLANEOUS

1.
2.
3.

10124 FLOR1D4 A VE . •
10200. ~ !TRI.ET 909 Wf.5T KENNEDY

BOULEVARD

FOUR GAME STATISTICS:
al:; r h rbi bb so avg.
Glaize
12 4 5 0 5 0 .416
McGary
15 0 5 1 0 4 . 333
Brimm
3 1 1 3 0 1 .333
Heykens
12 2 3 1 2 6 .250
Buzzella
14 2 3 0 1 1 .214
12 2 2 2 2 3 .163
Huff
Blanton
9 2 1 2 3 5 .111
12 1 1 3 2 4 .083
Stuckie
McCarthy
11 2 0 0 0 3 .000
Gates
1 0 0 0 0 1 .000
Burch
1 0 0 0 0 0 .000

1.

935 · 3965
935 · 8204
3. · 254-7461

Z

TAMPA. FLORIDA

Giant Hamburger (6 oz.) .. .50
Fried Fish f'ilet .........•..... .45
Ham & Swiss Cheese ... ..... . SO
Roast Beef ....................... .65 ·
Kosher Corned Betf ........ :1 5
Sliced Turkey .................. 60
Large Submarine .,.......... .65
Italian Sausage ............... .65
Big St. John ................... . 5_5
Baked Ham .................... .5-0
,Roast Pork ..................... .65
Kosher Pastrami ............. . 5.5
Sliced Chicken............... ,60
Tampa's Best Cuban Mixed.55
BOXES
.
½ r,ried Chicken ...................... I .00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp , ................. .1.00
Italia n Spaghetti with Meat Sauce..50¢ & 75¢
Bar B•Q Chicken ........................ J.00

Riding Club
To Compete

At 'Downs'
USF's Riding Club will compete in the fi.rst annual Intercollegiate Equestrian' Competition sponsored by the Tampa
Downs E questrian Center at
the Florida Downs in Oldsmar.
The USF team will compete
against St. Leo College. Dena
Baker is captain of USF's
club, while Mellyn Staden is
the captain of St. Leo.
Several events will be featured including horsem anship,
hunt seat competition, a nd
jumping. Over 40 participants
are expected -to take rpart with
ribbons given to winners in
each class. There is no admission a nd the public is welcome.

Galaxies Hold
Key To Origin

The world's largest sedan?
Tha i litil e thing? The larges I?
W ell, certainly no t in l ength. And, most
a ssuredly, no t in w idth.
But when yo u sta rt counting the things
y o u can ge t insi de its trunks, that's quite
another story.
Suddenly o ur lillle Squorebock · becom es the w o rld's large st sedan.
H ere are the cold ha rd facts:
The trunk on the la rg est conventional
sedan measures 22 cubic f eet. (And some
of this room is token up by a spare lire.l
The Squorebock will carry fo ur pa sseng ers ond 31.2 cubic feet o f things. And
with th e rear seat down yo u g et a giant
48.9 cubic fee.I o f ca rrying space.
H ow did w e make it so big?
It's rea lly no t to o complica ted. Where
most cars hove on eng ine, w e hove a
trunk. (Our eng in e is tucked behind the
rea r w heels where all good VW engines
ore lucked.I
And where most ca rs hove a nosily
rear deck, w e hove more car. (This is
what makes a Squorebock a square bock.I
But even wi t', oil this space, the Squa re.
bock is o nly 7½ inches lo nger than the
bug.
Which makes tlie w o rld' s largest seda n
olso one of the wo rld 's sma lles t.

Volkswagen Squareback

~
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Of Universe
' Dr. Mor ton Roberts held a
discussion session recently on
" Properties of - Normal Gal•
axies."
Dr. Roberts works with the
National Radio Astronomy
Observatory in Charlottesville, Va.

ROBER'l'S said radio astronomy is a supplement to
optical astronomy in studying
the heavens. He added that
this study is conducted with
the use of antennae · to m easure radio waves in the gal•
axies.
R adio astronomy was first
used in 1946 a nd has been the
key to many advancements in
optical astronomy.

DR. ROBERTS s h o w e d
slides of the type of galaxies
during his talk. He named
color, total mass , a nd luminosity as some of the integral
properties of a ll galaxies.
"The search for galaxies
has been going on at a ra ther
slow r ate ," ' Roberts said.
" The fir st r ecognition of dif' ferent types of galaxies was
only 40 years ago."

Living at Home

Living at Fontana Hall

Residing some 15 miles from campus
8 round trips weekly
'$15.00
gas and oil
10.00
Cost of food 14 meals
Cost of ·5 lunches on campus
5.00
Cost of gas and oil pleasure driving 3..00
Total
$33.00 ·
* with regular residence hall contract

* Weekly cost of room. and board

$30.70-

Cost of gas and oil for
pleasure driving
Total

3.00
$33.70

So your cost qf living in Fontana Hall is only 70c more weekly than
your present cost and here are the benefits you can enjoy:
• Coed living
• Lounges with TV on each floor
• Heated swimming pool
• 15 delicious meals weekly -- unlimited seconds
• Time saved can be used for campus activity and student luxury
• Air co,n ditioned throughout
• Semi P,rivate bath

c%nlana cflall
4200 Fletcher Avenue
Across.the street from the University
l

ll

PHONE

9·3 2.4391

I

I:'
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Baseball Team 'Errs' Twice
To Florida, 7-3 And 4-0
scored when Buzzella stole
second and the catcher threw
the ball into center.

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor
It's been :::aid that one learns
from making mistakes. ·
If this is true, then USF's
baseball team shnuld be the
most learned around.
Fielding mistakes, howevrr,
took their toll again as the
Brahmans dropped t h e i r
fourth arnJ. fifth straight
games to the University of
Florida last weekend.

PAUL BUZZELLA
••• 2 hits, 2 rbi'.,;;

FRIDAY AFTERNOON tile
Brahmans committed seven
· errors allowing the Gators to

parlay a 7-3 victory.

Pinter Pl~y
Offered Tonight
The Film Classics League
will present "The Caretaker"
tonight at 8 in the Business
Auditorium. (BSA).
The Caretaker, adapted
from Harold Pinter's play,
dissects the sad absurdity of
human behavior. Three men,
living under one roof, match
their psyches in a perverse
game of emotional 'billiards.
Auston is a quiet man who
has been through shock treatment in a mental hospital;
Davies is a shabby derelict
who has -been fired from a
menial job in a cafe; and
Mick, Auston's younger brother, is a sadistic and violent
man with a bruising tongue.
Each of the three performances directed by Clive
Donner entangles the viewer
in Pinter's world. Stanley
Kauffman, reporting for "The
New Republic," describes
"The Caretaker" as "a fascinating, funny, eerie film, a
work of murky evocatfons
boiling out of naturalistic minutiae. "
Admission is by reason ticket or $1 donation at the door.

second this ye·a r for the Brahmans.
USF PLAYEU WITHOUT
Florida, tho11gh, tied tl:e the services of regular third
gan;ie in the seccnd on two baseman Keith Blanton, who
singles. The game r<~mained was out with a head injury,
3-3 until the Gators rapped and reserve catcher Bob
Sherzer for two runs in the Gates.
Glaize continued his torrid
seventh on a double, two sinbatting
pace by collecting
gles, and an e•ru:· to stay in
three hits in the series. In six
front the rest of the way.
games so far Glaize has eight ·
THE GATORS added two hits in 19 trips, good for a .421
more insurance runs in the . average. The Brahmans have
ninth, when the Brahmans also committed 19 errors in
were guilty of four errors, two six games ,which practically
of them coming in the out- tells the story of USF's 1-5
field. The stingy Gator pitch- record to date.
ing limited the Brahmans to
just five hits, whllE striking
out six. Glaize and Buzzella
each got two hits, while Huff ·
got the other.

Saturday at Gainesville USF
found the winnin~ trail a
rough one as the Gators utilized the three-h,t pitching of
Fielding miscues a g a i n
three pit6hers en-route to 4-0 · proved fatal early in Saturwin. The Brahmans are win- day's game. Florida jumped
less in three- meetings with on righthander Jim Dia,: for
.three unearned rur.s in the
Florida.
second inning and then went
IN FRIDAY'S action in the on to win 4-0.
AFTER TWO WERE out,
first inning :.norida jumped on
starter Marvin Sherzer for the Gators scored three runs
two unearned runs to take a when third baseman Dan
Burch 'knocked ,1 o w n a
quick 2-0 lead. In their. half of groundball then
threw it,away
the frame, t'le B ~.1hmans allowing two runs to score.
bounced back for a 3-2 lead. Buzzella followed with anothSecond _ baseman D a v e er goof letting the third run
Glaize, continued his hot 'lit- in.
ting pace as he beat out an inThe Brahmans had ·a good
field single.. After Ron Huff opportunity to score when
was safe on a Fielder's they loaded the bases with
choice, Larry Mc(;c1ry walked one out in the fourth. After
to load the b1:1ses. Paul Buz- walks to Huff, McGary', and
zella promptly singled, scar- Chuck Stuckie, the USF attack
ing Glaize and Huff. McGary fizzled. The shutout was thp

SEE THE
NEWEST

Calhoun, Raymond Pivec, Doug McCarthy,
·Chuck Stuckie, Dan Burch, Dong Hekens,
Jon Ritz, Larry McGary, Keith Blanton,
Marvin Sherzer, and Willard Brimm.

IN

BEAUTY AIDS

AT

Golfers Mov e Record To 8-1-

USF's golf team upped its
record to 8-1 last weekend
with a three-way win over ,
Tampa University, St. Leo, ;
and Embry-Riddle Colleges.
The Brahmans' Wa-rren Wilhite paced USF's team with a
three-over par 75, while St.

Leo's Jim Gleason topped the each netted 79's. Gil Happel
entire field with a 73. This · and Tom Robertson rounded
was · the Brahmans third out the Brahmans linkers with
straight win over St. Leo.
an 81 and 8:3 respectively.
Gary Wintz, playing in the
USF defeated Tampa 13-5,
number two position for USF, St. Leo 9½-8½,, and Embryrecorded a 78, while Bob Riddle 15-0.
McKenty and Joe Mericka
The Brahmans, playing with

the same finesse that gave
them a fourth-place finish in
the Florida Intercollegiate
Tournament, need only six
more wins to match ·1ast
year's winning output of 14
wins. USF finished with a 14-9
mark last year.

1..---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---,

The results:
USF-Bob Mc Kent y 79, '
Gary Wintz 78, Tom Robertson 82, Gil Happel 81, Joe
Mericka 79, Warren Wilhite
75.
St. Leo-Jim _Gleason 73.
Ron Chmura 80, Bowie Little
79, Jerry Moynihan 76, Martin Torell 93, Steve Barry 83.
'l,'ampa-Steve Bowers 80,
Bruce McDonald 79, :pennis
Sullivan 80, Mike Warner 84,
Jack Beattie 81, Roger Cesky
withdrew.

IN OTHER singles action
Dan Perkins of USF lost to
Sam Peden of Ball State 6-4
and 7-5, Bill Fischback of USF
lost to Bill Hundry of Ball
State 6-4 and 6-1, while Herb
Yohner of USF lost ,to Weaver
of Ball State 6-3 and 8-6.
Rain on Saturday postponed
the doubles matches to Sunday afternoon.
DeMesquita and Perkins of
USF defeated Mowfell and I ,
Peden of Ball State 10-8 and
6-1. Fischback and Brewer of
USF won over _their opponents
7-5 and 6-2.

Paul deMesquita, USF's
- number one man, and Glenn
Brewer were the only Brahman's who could muster wins
in singles competition.

ets .·(,"

all G \
l ...

- UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
.
CLIFF'S NOTES!

$1 EACH

DeMesquita won his singles
match easily with scores of
6-2 and 6-4.

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

Our Shakes ar
GREAT! THICK

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68501

Kneeling L t.o R - Paul Buzzella, Ron
Huff, Jerry Carreno, Bob Gates, Jesus Fernandez, Dave Glaize, Ray Retneller, Tom
Gaskins, and Mike Macki. Standing, ·Howie

Dick Maisenbacker won the
first set 6-3.

The men's tennis team lost
a squeaker last weekend to
Ball State University- five to
four, inspite of winning the
number one doubles and singles matches.

OVER 175 TITLES

Brahman Baseball Team

Ball State Tennis Team
Squeaks By USF 5-4
By STEVE ADAMS
Assistant Sports Editor

~E~ Y~lfR l!ODL

USF Staff Photo

Smooth, Delicious.

BREWER HAD no trouble
in trouncing his opponent with
set scores of 6-0 and 6-2.
Mike Saine of USF put a
good battle, by almost winning his match with a second
set score of 6-2, but was defeated in the last set 7-5 as

THESE TWO doubles vitories tied up the tennis
match and games four to
four.
In a close battle, Saine and
Yohner of USF lost a decisive
doubles contest 2-6, 6-3, 6-4, to
Ball Staters Bacher andi
Weaver,

MOLDED
ALUMINUM
&

VINYL

ATTACHE'
CASE

,;

l\

(_/_ .
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Wild-eyed coeds can ·turn any peaceful demonstra(ion info a
full-scale riot, so be careful how you use your Hai Karate® After
Shave and Cologne. But just in case your hand sl ips, we include
instructions on self-defense in every package. (If you're a pacifist, maybe you'd better _read the instructions twice.)

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.

Reg.
7.99

©1969 Leeming Division, Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc ., New York, N.Y.

OLIVE & BLACK

~

Putting you first, keeps us first.

TEMPLE TERRACE•:.
·sHO~PING· CINTER!

'

PORTABLE
BARBECUE
GRILL

IUJl~OfUCIUIMil

How to Wrecognize a Wreal
Wrangler.
_
."\i~i::. -~~~-: :·

.

..

You hove to look for the "W"

because it's silent

• SNAP
ON GRID "
• REMOVABLE
LEGS

1,1NCH

9

$2.99

MostWrangler jeans have
the "W" stitched on in
plain sight, .but other kinds
of Wranglers are a little
moremodest.They'remade
just as well and they flt just·
as well, but the "W" is
tucked away on a tag or
label. You'll find it's worth
looking for.
These sportback slacks, $7.00.
And the jean~ $5.50. Both permanently pressed and creased.
All in carefree -Fortrel polyester
and cotton. Shirts from $4.00 ;o
$5.00.

Universal Dept. Store
Tampa, Fla.

Sunshine Dept. Store
Tampa, Fla .

Louie's Dept. Store
·

Tamra, Fla.

HAWAIIAN
TANNING

If Chevrolet can't haul it,
maybe you\l better leave it.

Wrangler4'Jeans
and Sportswear
in Celanese Fortrel.
·

TANYA

Impala Custom ~ou_pe
equipped foI trail~rmg

'

'

ro11tTIIIL.• 1•,. TIIAOI MAJll!C C,;,,u 1HOw11'111r1 , 11i1 C.

Cllt .. II.iii t i:1.~, I NC,

~cuN iu•

Under Chevrolet's hood
you'll find the biggest
·
standard VS in its field-327
cubic inches of it. Or, you can
order all the way up to our
390-hp 427-cubic-inch V8.
,Nld if that won't haul it, see

BUTIER

RE-<. 1.~o

·LARGE SIZE

Chevrolet dealer's and get a
our truck line.
We have the right connec- load off your mind.
And put it in a Chevrolet,
tions for your trailering too.
Like body / frame trailer
hitches and trailer wiring
harnesses:

MADE WITH COCONUT
OIL AND COCOA BUTTER

,a11@;Ht+1

· So drop down to your

,..';'',

Sports-Recreation Dept. ·

.-

,
I

,·

TEMPLF.' JERR·ACE
SHOPPING
CENTER
-
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Official Notices
Bulletin Boar d noti ces should be sent
to ''Di rector, Campus Publica t ions, UC
216" (ext. 6181 no l ater than noon
Wednesday for publicat ion the next
Wednesda y.
Send news i tems direct to " E ditor,
The Oracl e, UC 221" ( ext. 619 ).

Lect ures:

Toda y , Ph ilosophy lectur e, " Aes thetic
Values
(A
Pht:nomeno logica l
Ap~

proach) , Prof. Ma r lin Eshelman, Ca rleton College, 3 p.m ., UC 252.
Tonight, Visiti ng Scholar L ect ure,
"Pur itan ism and Science," Prof. Theodore Hornberger, U n i v er s it y of
Pennysl va nia, a p.m. , Physics A uditor ium.
Liberal A r ts M eeti ng, Liber al Ar ts
Faculfy w ill meet M arch 15 a t 9 a.m .,
at Chinsegut Restreat. Free Lunch. Ca ll
ext. 131 for reservations.
USF Foundation w i ll sponsor a " Da y
At The Ra ces" March 21 a t F lorida
Downs - for the scholarsh ip fund . Ti ckets
are S5 and may be purchased from the
Foundation Office, A lumni Executi ve
Comm ittee or members of the ·university Women 's Club.
Regist r ation I nformat ion :
M arch 31 , Registrat ion, USF GymnasiiJm, 8 a. m. to 8 p.m.
M arch 31, Class changes, 7-8 p .m .
Apri l 1, Classes begin.
Apr il H (noon), Class changes w ith
$10 fee.
Teach I nterns
A ll Col lege of Educati on ma jors w ho
p lan to do t heir student teach ing d uri ng
quarters l and I r of 1969-70 academ i c
Yea r shou ld make applica tio ns in EDU
303 now. T he deadline fo r Quarter I is
Apr i l 11. Quar ter 11 applicat ions may
be completed any t ime during Quarter
I ll .

Barnett Leaves Office
Rather than tell about the
m a n y activities Student
Government President Scott
Barnett participated while
in office, The Oracle staff
preferred to look tJ1rough ito;;
file and present a pictorial
history of the outgoing president. Barnett is pictured in
the many events and moods
that characterized his one
and a half years in office.

Campus Date Book
T imes and p laces of organizat ions
meeti ng r egular ly a re posted on t he
Uni vers it y Center lobby bulleti n boards.
TODAY
M anagement by Ob jecti ves, 8 a .m .,
UC 251.
Political council, 9 a .m ., lobby.
Motorcycle Club, 2 p.m., UC 201.
Coffee House, 2 p.m ., E NA.
SG const itutional Revision, 7:30 p .m.,
UC 223.
TKE Calenda r Social, 7:30 p.m ., UC

Oracle Photos

248.

Greeks Are Active
ALPHA DELTA PI
ADPi big sisters sponsored
a popcorn party for the pledges on March 5. Diamond man
Fred Hoades is back in school

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON

Tem ple Terrace Shopping C e nter
Phone 9B8•2798

GR.EE:K: BEAT

after a recent illness. Past
president Sharon Barfield,
who was in an automobile accident, is visiting in Florida.
Pat Morris is Lambda Chi
Alpha Crescent girl. The
ADPi's are honoring their Incumbent president, Jan Duke,
who is graduating in March.
Tom Dobson, Phi Delta Theta,
lavaliered Lauren Leslie.

CHI CID CHI
Tri Chi is sponsoring a semiformal dance a t Carrollwood
Golf and Country club. The
sis ters dona ted story books to
St. Joseph's Hospital for the
children's ward. The sorority
is taking orders for a sale
next week of initialed beaded
bracelets. On March 1 the
group participated in a social-car wash with Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity. Janet Hotard was first runner-up in the

Bosserman
Home From

Photo by Wi ley Brooks

ZBT Installed
Pictured at the Zeta Bet.a Tau installation Jast Thursday
night are Barry Siegel, Executive Secretary ot ZBT, Neil
Sorrentino, president of ZBT chapter at USF and Dean Herbert J. Wunderlich, dean·or Student Affairs.
Miss Aegean contest, and
Bonnie Jo Lay was third
runner-up in the Miss Andros
contest. The pledges are · col-

lecting coke bottles for their
first money-making project.
Donna

CHI OMEGA
Allen was

first

Flying Club Begins At USF
An organizational meeting
fo r a USF Aero-club is scheduled at 2 p.m. next Wednesday in the University Center
213.
The Aero-club plans to assist members in obtaining a
pilot's license. The club will
offer both ground and flight
training.
A general aviation course

will be a vailuble to mem bers
dur ing Quarter III. The
classes will include practical
aerodynamics, aircraft systems, federal air regulations ,
weather , flight planning, and
navigation. The course is a
prepration for the private pilot's written examination.
For further information contact Bob Babis as 294-6175 in
Winter Haven.

runner-up in the Miss Andros
contest. Linda Kickey, a national chapter visitor from
Mississippi, met with the new
officers and sisters. P resident
Sandy Kay and pledge trainer
Bev Payne attended a fireside
convention in Atlanta last
weekend. The convention met
to exchange and strengthen
the goals of Chi Omegas in
the Southeast. Chi Omega
sponsored a Ma rdi Gras par ty
a t the Holiday Inn. New Owl
men are Bill Krechowski, an
ATO, and Ron Warfield, a
PiKA. The 0 1vl men received
plaques at the party. ChiO sisters were treated to a pizza a t
Shakey's and ' met with the
Sigma Phi E psilon brothers
for a social.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA

PiKA's celebrated t h e i r
Founder's Day banquet last
Sunday in the University Center Ballroom . This w a s
P iKA's 101st founder's day
and the second fo r USF's Zeta
Pi chapter.
New officer's were introduced at this banquet. They
are Lee F ernandez, president ;
Will Walker , vice-president ;
To m Boutelle, secretary ;
Steve Mackler, treasurer and
Bert C a r 1 to n, sergeanta t-a rms. A little sister cleanup was sponsored last weekend for the brothers' rooms
a nd apartments. Brother Don
Crank and his wife are the
parents of a new baby girl,
Stephanie.

THUR SDAY
Management by Ob jectives, 8 a .m.,
UC 251.
Awards Banquet , 11 a.m., UC 248.
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a .m ., UC 255-6.
Amateur Radio Club, 7 p.m., UC 205.
F RIDAY
Management by Objectives, B a .m.,
UC 251.
Po litical Counci l, 9 a. m., lobby .
c o,.Op L uncheon, noon, UC 255-6.
World Affai rs Counci l, 2 p.m., UC
200.

African Trip

Ru les & Calendar, 2 p.m ., UC 213.
T heiltre Producl ion, 8 :30 p .m., Theat re .
Ban d Dance, 9 p.m ., UC 248.
SATU RDAY
Theatr e P roduction, 8: 30 p .m ., Theat re.
SU NDAY
Faculty Recita l ( Gary Wolf) , 8: 30
p.m ., Tt1eal re.
MONDAY
Co-Op J ob Session, 2 p.m., UC 205,

213, 215, 223.
co-Op Informa tion Session, 2 p.m .,
UC 2,8.
T own & Gown, 8 p.m ., UC 255-15.
T UESD AY
Dean's Luncheon, noon 1 UC 255-6.
WEDNES DAY, M ARCH 19, 1969
cont inui ng E d . Pla nning Meeting, 9
a.m., UC 158.
Aero Club, 2 p.m ., UC 213.
Coff ee House, 2 p.m., E NA .
Artist Series, 8:30 p .m ., Thea tr e.

Co-Op Education
T O'IJAY, MAR.12
Career Planning Conferenr:e f or students in leresl ed l n Cooperat ive Eudcation assignments dur ing Quar ter 111 and
IV, 2 p.m ., E NG 3.
Today, Mar. 12
Fi rst class session for Co-op students
goi ng on a Traini ng Per iod Quarter 111
who have r~gi st er ed f or P SY 213 or SOC
261. PSY m eets at 2 p.m i n E NG. 3
and SOC meets at 2 p.m . in E NG. 206.
Fri day, Mar . 14
Orientation Session for students w ho
Wi ll go on t heir f ist T ra ining Per iod
Quarter l t l , 2 p.m ., ENG J . ( This Is for
11
new" Co-ops onl y.)
M onday, Mar. 17
,
Orientatio n Sessi on for a ll students
who will go on a Tra ining Per iod Quart er 111, 2 p.m., CT R 2.48 , Univer si ty
Center Ba llroom .

Co-Op Placement
Mor e than 150 employers are cu rrent•
IV se~king US F students for Cooper at ive E duca t ion Train ing assignm ent for
Quarter 11 1 (tra ining P er iod start ing
Monday, Mar ch 24). F or f ur ther information visit or phone the Co-op Office,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131, ex t. 171.
New assignments ava ilab!e fo r maj ors in all colleges, especi al ly good opportun ities for major s in chemist ry, engineer ing, account ing.
A ll students i nv it ed to attend Career
Pl anning sessions held ea ch Wed nesday. Sig n up in advance at Co-op Off ice, ENG 37, or com e ot ENG 37 at 2
p.m . on Wednesday for r oom assigm ent.

Placement Services
Summer c ounselors, Camp Wi ldwood,
Bridgton, Me. Opport unit y f or single
stu dents and Instr uctor s, 19 a nd older.
On -campus in ter v iews March 19. Sign
up in Pla cement, ADM 277.

BURGER CHEF !

During his study of the African republic of Liberia , Dr.
Phillip Bosserman, professor
of sociology, found that Libe•
ria should build quality in
their educational system a nd
"relate it to the actual environment in which the s tudenis live."
During a recent interview
on Channel 16's F riday Report, Bosserman said that students must be ta ught how to
adapt in a changing society.
"We face the same kinds of
problems. The problem of
how to make our education
relevant in a world educational crisis .
While in Liberia, Bosserman presented his report on
the Liberian educational system to the President of Liber ia.
Bosserman s pent t h r e e
weeks in Liberia and his trip
was sponsored by the Liberian government, the United
Methodist Church of Liberia
and the World Council of
Churches.

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
(Ma rc h 14, l S, 16 Only)

,Buy One at 45c
GET ONE FREE!
,.,. ./ 4

International Students
To Party Here Friday
The International Student
Organization's next bi-monthly party is scheduled Friday
at 8 p.m. in the University
Chapel Fellowship.

Close to Campus!
TEMPLE TE RRACE PLAZA

,,.......,,,.,.,.5.tt,h.~!.:,,N,'.,.,,"' .,.,.,...·'''·'"" . -L...LlLI"""-'_........__
LET'S ALL GO TO BURGER C HE F

"Inspired planning .. . the romantic look

of long sleeved voile combines with the
dirndle-look to give you t he perfect
party 'n dat e dress. Dacron® polyester/
cotton in cantaloupe, 6-16, $28.
The Village Shop,, all stores except
Gandy Blvd. Store for Homes

11/atMB~

Meds exclusive design gives you this extra security: an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb
faster, blended with an inner layer of t iny fi bers
·to store more, longer.
Comes In th• first centle, flexible plastlc: appllcafor.

FLORIDA

For sampl& box of 10, send 10¢ to Meds, Box 10-S,
Milltown, N,J, 088 50. l ndiccite Regular or Super.

,,l

M EOS AN O MO DESS ARE T RAOEM AftKI

~ ~-P~RS_?_NAI. P~OOUCTS COMPANY_

3:30 a. m. NUMBER
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philip runnels

Nudist Camps ... F r eedom . . . "(they gener ally
go together, right?) But, consider Free Speech in a
Nudist Camp, momentarily. Under close exam ination,
it seems there are certain non-descript phrases that
just wouldn't cut it in an atmosphere dedicated to
"Clean living and health through clean m ind, body
and thought." For example, conversations such as the
following coutd not exist:

0

"HELLO, MARVIN. IT'S NICE TO SEE YOU

again." "Hi Sylvia. You look great."
" Gee, Thermon. You look depressed." " Yea,
Blanch. I don't have a lot going for me right now."

Mime And Music
On Centre Stage
If you do not understand

Two Faces of Him ," a HarliEnglish, attend this Friday's quinade reflecting man 's dual
Experimental Theatre presen- s elf. Him is Rich Helmlinger,
tation. If you don't like what's the Girl in White is Kaki Robbeing said on the stage today ,, erts on (who looks good in
attend this Friday's presenta- white) a nd the Girl in Bla ck
tion. And if you don't like par- is Jan Corns (who looks good
ticular line readings that ac- in black).
tors give, attend this Friday's
The r est of the show will
presenta t ion. In other words, be composed of pantomimic
the quietus is on - Centre skits a nd scenes to music ,
Stage at 2 p .m . tha t day will performed and devised by
host an hour's worth of mime Nita La ca and Sharon Conger .
and music.
A variety of humorous bits
STARTING OFF the pro- and mood pieces, t he "blackouts" will be a long th e lines
gram is an origna l pa ntoof Marcel Mar ceau, Red Skelmime authorized by Ka rl
ton, a nd Buster Keaton, with ,
"Suni" La mp, entiteld " The
as the a uthoresses sta ted , " a
l ittle LacaCongerism'' thown

Chamber Theater

in.
SHARON choreographed last

At Coffee House

quarter's "Roar of the Gr easepa int" (in which Nita played
an Urchin) , as well as " Greensleeves' Magic" , a Children's
Show presen ted by the Bay
Pla yers last year, (in wh ich
Nita played the leading pr incess) .
Nita has been in many
s hows a t USF and wa s la st
seen as one ,of the P igeon sisters in " The Odd Couple."
Sha r on has also done som e
choreography fu r Speech Depa r tm er.t prod uctions.
The p erfor m a nce will be
free.

The Br oken String Coffee
House in the University Cha pel F ellowship has a nnounced
their progr am for Sunday: a
· chamber theatre production,
The New Creation (a s inging
group) and Episode Number 3
of "The Phantom E m pire. "
The coffee house is open
from 7:30 to 11 p .m . with ·a 35
cent a dm ission. Beginning
next quar ter , the Broken
String will be holding programs also. on Saturday from
8 to 12 p.m.

Mee·t the man with the
College Senior Plan
Edmond M. Dorman
If ·you're a college sen ior or g raduate
st uden t, Protecti ve Li fe's College Senior
Plan is fo r you . This unioue li f e insurance savings progr am o ffer s special benef i t s at
pref err ed rate s. And you r pol icy i s com pl et ely paid up by no rm·a1 ret i rement age.
Remember, t oo, t hat prem ium deposit s
m ay be d eferred unt il your earnings inc rease. Sound l ike a p la n w orth investi gat in g? It i s. Get fu l l i nfor m a tion .f ro m your
Protec tive Lif e College Representat ive.

Su ite 206 Marin er Bldg.
54 15 Marin er Stree t
Ia•:tJPa , Fl a. • 33609
Tel , 877-8 3 91
·

PROTEGTIVE LIFE"' . . .
d

"HELLO CORDELIA. MY, ISN'T YOUR SON

getting big. How he's grown in the last year."
"Horace. You-hoo, Horace. You need a lift?"
"HENRY . . . HOW are you feeling." " Eh! I'm
so rof rung-up, you-know. But, it 's good to see you
again. Say , you look a little peaked."
"Hi, Clarence. What's up?" "Oh, hello Doris. Not
much. I'm having my up's and down's like everyone
else."
SO MUCH FOR abortive Laugh-In jokes. But one

final note before this weeks spectacula rs :for all my
readers in Cell Block 113 that ar e interested, I will
_continue to attempt to keep you informed of area happenings in the quarter to follow ... in spite of my upcoming duty.
The story of three consenting adults in the privacy of their own home (psssst . . . with an "X" rating)
under the guise of " The Killing of Sister George" or
" To Be or Not to Be Is Not The Question" is currently
showing at the Tampa with features at 7:05 and 9: 55.
The Turtles will be in concert at the Bayfront
Center Mar ch 20 with tickets aver aging $4 at War ds
stores.
THE FLORIDA GULF Symphony features J an
Peerce (tenor) with a chorus of 200 performing the
Beethoven Ninth Symphony Thursday and F r iday at
8: 30 p.m. at McKay Auditorium. Tickets aver age
$3.50 and inform ation is available by phoning 253-0679.
Van Cliburn will be in concert Tuesday at 8: 15 at
the Bayfront Center. Tickets are availa ble from the
box office.
"FIDDLER ON THE ROOF" with J oe Cusanelli
will be at the Bayfront Center March 31, April 1, 2, 3,

4, and 5. Keep in touch. Tickets ? Write the Center and
note date of performance.
"A Wilde E vening With Shaw" will be presented
next Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. at Florida Southern.
Tickets available by writing Director of Annual Fund,
Florida Southern College, Lakeland, F la ., 33802.
Art Carlson wr ites to m e : " The new sound on
WUSF , 89.7 FM, every day at 4 p.m: , on Friday afternoon, dig the " feature" show with him on Fridays.
You call in and whatever he gets the most requests
for, gets a "feature spot for the hour . Dig it!"
TELI-VISH-UN 4 THAH WE EK THISE WEAR

EDMOND M. DORMAN
__ .

"FRANCIS! I SEE YOU HAD AN OPERATION."
"Yea, Frank. Say, you need a hair-cut."
"Thelma . Guess who I saw the other day ? Dave
... and he got a new what-cha-ma-call-it ."

1tJU.ta.HU. CO MPANY - -

H
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Channel 16: "The David Susskind Show" Monday
at 8 ... Is the Pepsi Genera tion Going to Pot ? Nine
Teenagers discuss bad press, drugs, sex morality,
war and the draft. (Repeat is Wednesday at 8). The
" Seed of Dissent," a successful businessman thinks
he believes in God until his teenage daughter is r aped
and made pregnant, will be shown Tuesday at 8. .
Rowan and Martin's gue st
Monday night on "Laugh-In"
is Sam my Davis Junior . At 8
on 8.

FEU Nl's "8½" will be
a ire d Sunday at 2 (that's in
the a fternoon) on 8. An over worked film dir ector a t a
health spa is confronted with
a series of c rises of a personal a s well as professiona l nature. Marcello Ma st roianni.
Claud ia Ca r dina le . (T he t itle?
It was Felini's 9th film . But
not that g ood. So . . . "8½ ."
F or all those following Ca pta in Gregg and his mystic
seduction of Mrs . Muir . . .
the film pilot for the ser ies
will be s hown Tuesday at 7 on

8.
Was h, we t; s o a k, h u nt,
the bottom of every bottle. SoakJust
s quint, wash, s oak, we t, cry a litlle.
a d rop or ing your contacts in Lens ine be•
Co nt ac t le n ses we re d etween wearing periods assures
two of Lens igned .to be a convenience. And
yo u of proper lens hyg iene.
sine before
they a re up to a point. They're
Impro pe r s torage between
yo u inse rt
c o nve nie nt enou g h to wear,
wearings permits tile 'g rowth of
yo ur lens preonce you get used to them, but,
bacteria on your lenses. Th is is a
1
until recently, yo u had to use
ou r eye. Lens 1~:~:ke;
s ure cause of eye irritation and,
two o r more di iferent len·s soluin s ome cases, it ca n e nd ange r
contacts, which a re made of
tions to properly prepa re and
your visio n. Bacteria canno t grow
mod ern plastics, compatible
ma inta in co nt ac ts. Yo u
with you r eye. How? Le nin Le nsine . Lens ine is sterile, selfneeded two or three differsanitizing , and a ntiseptic:
. ~
sine 1s a n " isotonic " soe nt bottles, lens cases, and
1fi
Lei your contacts be the conlut 1o n. Tha t me ans it's
you went throug l1 mo re than
ve nience they were designed to
{f /
made to blend with the
e nough da ily rituals to make
be. The name of the game is
eye's na tural fluids . So
eve n the most steadfast ind ia s impl e d rop o r two f:m
Lensine . Lensine, made by
viduals cons ide r d ropping out.
the Murine Company, Inc.
coals the le ns, forming a
/ '' · ·
sort of comfort zone a round
But now caring for your con_,J;/1
tacts can be as co nvenient as
it.
wearing them. Now there's LenClea ning yo ur c o ns ine. from the make rs of Murine.
tacts with Lensine fig hts
Lens ine is the one lens solutio n
bacte ria and foreign ded e s ign e d fo r co mple te co nta c t
pos its that build up durlens ca re ... prepari ng, cleansing the course of the day.
ing, a nd soaking.
And for overnight soaking. Lensine provitles a
ha ndy contact ca ni ster on

l

y~~~

Are you
cutout for
contact
sports?

ON CHANNEL 3: "The Toy
That Grew Up" features
" Ella Cingers " as a na ugh tybut-nice Colleen Moore pla ying a sm a ll-town girl who
makes it big in the movies by
r uining a costly scene .. with
Lloyd Hug hes, Jed P routy and
a t 10. Rep eated Sat urday a t

7.
"Anatol" . . . t hree epis odes in the love life of t he
man-about-town
of Vienna
. .. by Arthur Schnit zler . Friday a t 9.
" J ohnny Cash" wit h Godfrey Cambr idge, De b b i e
Reynolds and J ack J ones is
ten tat ively scheduled
for
" PBL" Sunday at 8.
" Nina Sim one: The Sound of
Soul." She brings her style to
j azz, blues and folk m usic in
t his one-woman special Sunday a t 10.

Aides Named
P resident J ohn S. Allen an d
Geor ge H . Mille r, dir ector of
the USF Co-op P r ogram , were
r ecently n amed consultants to
the U.S. Office of E ducation
o n m a tters per ta ining to Cooperative E ducat ion.
Both m et with the Office of
Education Task For ce on Cooperative E ducation Feb. 10
in Washington , D.C. to work
on g uidelinse for the a dministering of proposals s ub m itted
under t he n ew a m endments
to the Higher Education Act.
,
V

New Intern Program
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Combin es Courses
English Education seniors
a t USF a re benefiting from a
experim ental two-quarter intern program designed a nd
operated by t he E nglish education departm ent.
The pilot course ha s combined EDT 401 and EDT 402
to save repet ition and to give
the course instructors m or e
time to spend on new idea s .

groups of six and film a lesson. The fil ms will be studied
a nd r eviewed for accomplishm ents a nd m istakes. The second week they will s witch to
a nother group and film a new
lesson using the improvements learned.
Also dur ing this t im e the
students will prepa re units of
instruction.

THE PROGRA.i'\l has freed
students and professors for
t wo weeks so they a re a ble to
meet outside of class a nd
work on teaching projects .
In one pr oject t he stud ents
will get into pre-ar r anged

"THIS IS A na tural, a pa tte rn t hat will carry on," Dr .
F . Allen Br iggs, coordinator
for language and liter ature in
the College of Education, said.
" At .this time, we a re only exper im ent ing with it, and hope
to expand the program, bu t
t he original pr ogr am will stay
in effect. "
F r anklin Junior High is t he
only school that the p rogram
is being used in a t this t ime,
but ther e a re five other
~chools that could be used in
the future.

WUSF Showing
New Courses
WUSF-TV, Sunrise Semester, Channel 16, will be car rying t wo new liter ature cou rses
t his term . The Liter a ture of
E ngla nd , which b egan Monday can be viewed Mondays ,
Wednesdays and Fridays at
7:30 p.m.
Taught by Dr. William
Buckeler , professor of English
in Wa sh ington Square College
of Arts a nd Science of New
York Univer sity, the course
deals with the· various aspects
of E nglis h liter ature.
Contempora ry F r ench is
a ired Tuesda ys and Thursda y
als o . at 7:30 p.m . and on F r idays at 8 p.m. The course is
tau ght by Thom as Bishop,
chairm an of the depar tment
of French in Washington
Square College .

Salzillo Wins
Britannica Set
F r eder ick Sa lzillo, 4HTY, is
t he winner of the Ency clopaedia Brita nnica 's 200th anniver sary free drawing .
His prize was a 54-volume
set of " Gr eat Books of t he
Western World. " USF students, faculty and sta ff m embers r egistered for t he dra wing.

USF Birdwatchers
Members of the Zoology department Birdwatching class, a
gradua te course, birdwatch during a field trip. The course,
ZOO 517 Ornithology, places emphasis on the local avifauna,

AN IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

FREE

Don't Call Us;
We'll Call You
T he cur r ent Universit y Directory incor re ctly lists t he
telephone num ber for Miss
Linda Wicklein, l CBS, of F ontana Hall. Her cor rect number is 935-0792.
T he incorr ect num ber is
that of a Tampa resident who
a sks tha t a cor rection be published.

SOAP
to
USF
Students
ues.-Wed.-Thur
At

Last One To One
Meeting Tomorrow
The One to One Organization will m eet for the last
tim e this quarter Thursday at
7 p.m . in t he F ireside Loun ge
of Argos Center.
Guest speakers will include
Andrew Faraca, Dr. Michael
Nwanze,
vis iting
assistant
professor of political science ,
Otha Favors , 4FRE, and Dr.
Howard Gowen, associate professor of h umanities .
E nter tainmen t will pr ecede
the m e eting. All interested
persons a r e invited to attend.

Photo by Wil ey Brook,
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YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVIT E D T O
},!ERLE NORl\IAN CO SMETICS' EXCLUSIVE
CO:\IPLHvl E NT ARY i\IAKE-UP LESSON.
A CO\IPLETE NEW LOOK AND A COMPLEXION
CARE P.HDGRA!II D E SIGNED JUST FORTOU:--....,
I N PRIVATE . WITH OUT CHARGE.
'
,

•

MERLENORMAN COSMETICS
Coming soon to Terra ce Plaza
Shopping Center Ma ll . Call our Northgate
Studio for d etai ls at 9 32-223 2.

I
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'Machine' Hold~ Up
By MAXINE KAMIN

2:30 Saturday matinee) in the
Theatre.

Fine Arts Editor

W~at were Oedipus, Jocasta, and the Sphinx really like?
Jean Cocteau has a unique interpretation of · their characters expressed in " The Infernal Machine," USF's final
production this quarter, completing its run Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. (with a
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GOOD GRIEF ITS

"CANDY"

RICHARD
BURTON

DIRECTED BY Carl Williams, visiting actor and theatre instructor, with William A.
Lorenzen III on settings and
costumes and Eldon Mecham
responsible for lighting and
technical direction, the proBLEICH DOES a commendduction reaches a peak in able job of letting, us know he
coordinated design seldom, if is curious and more than a litever, seen in a non- . tie scared ; his innocent youth
is evident in his wide-eyed exprofessional theatre.
pla_nation to Jocasta of King
A lighted ghost, an old cas- Lams' ghost.
tle, a queen's bedroom, a ruJOCASTA I S impressed
ined Temple - an· add to this with the soldier's knees
and
elaborate display of creativi- thighs - and we're impressed
ty.
by Jocasta.
Jocasta is played by Martha
THE PLAY STARTS out
Tiller. USF audiences are fawith Paul Massie's clear,
miliar with "Funny Martha"
forceful voice telling the Or- - but "Funny Martha," although she has her humorous
scenes in " Machine," has
more serious moments in
which s he establishes herself
as a quality actress.

. Pope Supports
♦ Student Unrest

~
"BULLITT" ♦

:

acle's prediction that Oedipus
shall "murder his father a nd
marry his mother." The story
is revealed briefly and simply.
Two soldiers then appear
(Dan, Bleich and Kelly Salance). They are discussing
the appearance of the -ghost of
King Laius (Frank Donovan).

WALTER
MATTHAU
ALSO

DAVID NIVEN
DEBORAH KERR
•
"PRUDENCE and .. .
THE PILL"..-

,.._

.,,

•
♦

♦
..
·

PLAYING A reje cte d
An Associated Press story
queen, afraid her people disla.st week announced Pope like her , we realize she is a
VI's support of student agita- , human queen who· regrets giving her child up for fear of
tion around the world.
the gods predictions, and who,
The Pope said youth is being a woman, want to think
struggling to solve real prob- she is still desirable.
lems and that their attitudes
Few could top Miss Tiller's
are legitimate. The Pontiff, performance.
addressing a group of Italian
AND JUST AS successful
Catholic high school teachers,
said the issue of student pro- was Terry Beaver as the alt est must be studied with most blind, wise old prophet,
sympathy and understanding. Tiresias. You won't see Terry
He urged teachers to open a Beaver - you'll see a patient,
dialogue with students to gentle man who loves his
make them understand their Queen and wants nothing or
no one to harm her.
responsibilities "without
His gentleness and sincerity
giving in to excesses, -to intemperances and without re: _a re demonstrated when Oedinouncing your task as teach- pus becomes blinded, trying
to see the future in Tiresias'
ers.' '
eyes. Tiresias wants Oedipus'
pain to be relieved; he comLibrary Adds Volumes forts him _with tenderness that
is filled with compassion.
The Library added 2,218 volumes during January. That
THIS IS Ben Hooks' (Oediaddition pushed the number of pus) best scene also. .
total volumes to 211,625. TI1e
Impatient for Jocasta to
St. Petersburg campus has come back, he shows Oedipus
161 volumes.
to be a smart-alecky young

TAKE ACRUISE TO NASSAU
3-DAY = 65°0 or 70°0
4~DAY = 80°0 or 8S 00

Experiment VI will again
be trying something new Saturday and Sunday evening at
8 :30 a t their · 1ocation, 901 E.
Bird St.
Hans Ju~rgensen, Humanities Professor, will be reading
and informally discussing his
latest poetry, involving the
audience " through poetry itself," as J uergensen puts it.

THE "NOTATIONS and
Poems" performance will be
done in two acts : Act One will
be an impressionistic talk
about contemporary poetry;
act two will be · the actual
reading of poems.

GO ON THE T/S FLAVIA, S/S NEW BAHAMA STAR,
S/S ARIADNE and JAMAICA QUEEN

Phone:
877-9566

2426 Hillsboro Plaza

"My more positive works
deal with an optimistic viewpoint - although optimism is
hard . . . In one of my poems
I call myself an acid optimist, " he smiles.

ANOTHER G R O U P of
poems deals with descriptive
irony.
•.
J uergensen's poetry has appeared in many leading literary journals including Vagabond, Yale Literary Maga. zine, Epos, , .P oetry Review,
Voices International, Trace,
The Goliards, . I m p ·e t u s,
Quicksilver, . Wormwood, Re-

In Act One, two poems will
be used as examples and art
prints drawn also by Juergerisen will be handed out by way
of a program.

ACT TWO will ~pen with
some "petty pessimistic" poetry, Juergensen admits, "but
not all my things a re that
grim," he explains.

view, Bitterroot, and Southand West.

HE HAS FIVE books to his
credit : " I Feed You From My
Cup, " "In Need For Names,"
"Existential Canon," " Florida
Montage," a n d "Sermons
from the Ammunition Hatch
of the Ship of Fools."
Aside from his writing career, Juergensen has taught
English, Journalism, History,
Philosophy, and Humanities.
His " Notations and Poems"
peiormance may be seen at
Experiment VI for only 25
cents (students). General public admission price is $1.

TERRACE

~e

v

and cut-rate liquors

8448 56th ST•

TEMPLE TERRACE
CUT RATE LIQ. UORS
·

·'Who is Harry Kellerman
And Why Is He Saying All
Those Terrible Things About
Me?"
That's the title of the
Speech Department's Coffee
House No. 5 to be presented
this afternoon a nd n e x t
Wednesday at 2 in the Engineering Auditorium . It is directed by Tim Weinfeld.
It takes place in a bed . . .
where Harry Kellerman lives
and works. And where · he
communicates by telephone
with his parents, children,
ex-wife and girlfriend. Weinfeld said, "It's typically Gardner with hix mixture of t he
humorous and poignant . . .
expressed quite contemporarily. "
The cast includes: Jim
Challener, Russ Frederickson,
Ron Colburn, Cherry McIntyr e, Eddyse Hershbein, Richard Stang, Sharon Masturzo,
Linda Ley, Pat Lakin, Linda
Reed, Frank Couch, and Bob
Polli.

The Film Classics League,
in cooperation with Experiment IV, will be presenting
the film version of J ean-Paul
Sartre's "No Exit" on Ma rch
19 at 7 and 9 p.m. in the Business Administration Auditorium.
Donation is $1. The film
presents Sartre's existential
idea that Hell is destructive
human relations
on
Earth. Running time is 84
minutes.

....

Chicken out·

•
I
with the Colonel

Presents an

ARTIST SERIES RECITAL
-THE BEAUX ARTS TRIO OF NEW YORK
WITH
Manahem Pressler, piano; Daniel Guilet, violin; Bernard
Greenhouse, cello. The trio will be performing works by
Beethoven,. .Ravel and Brahms.
Wednesday, March 19, 1969, Theater Auditorium 8:30 P.M.
.

For ticket reservations, call 98~-4131, ;Ext. 323.
\,

5326 11.U SCH BLVD.

Today At 1
... In Bed

THE FLORIDA CENTER
FOR THE ARTS
OF
THE DIVISION OF
FINE ARTS

.

NEXT TO PANTRY PRI.DI

.Coffee House

Coming Here

3-DAY = 70°0 and up
4-DAY = 85°0 and up

WORLD TRAVEL CENTER

boy, sorry for his display of ther, blood streamin" from
b
immaturity after the pain of his eyes.
his temporary blindness subANTIGONE'S TERROR is
sides.
heartbreaking. Mrs. Weinfeld
The Sphinx (Bunny Town) makes us feel it.
isn't at all what you might exBeaver makes us feel the
pect. She is a beautiful
·
hopelessness
of it all - the
woman with long red hair,
helped by monster-huma n An- gods will win - to try and
alter their predictions is useibus (Rick Moncrief).
less.
SICK OF IfilLING people,
"The Infernal Machine" is
the Sphinx gives her secret to not thoroughly oiled, however,
Oedipus, not only as a way of music becomes loud in parts
ending her career, but be- a nd distracts from the perforcause she is attracted to him. mances. In other parts, where
She · hopes he will be grateful. music is needed, none · is
Miss Town performs her hear d. And not all the actors
woman-sphinx role with - a give as flawless a performance as Miss Tiller.
proud, feminine attitude.
The breakdowns are n't
AND FOR THE few mindrastic enough to ruin the
utes Barbara Parker is on
show - the overall production
stage, we are offered another
is enjoyable.
fine bit of acting. Miss Parker
Tickets are on sale at the
plays a mother enroute to
Thebes whose son was killed Theatre Box Office for 75
cents (students), $1.50 (Staff
by the Sphinx.
In the closing scene, the and Foundation), and $3
horror and tragedy of the Oe- (General public) .
dipus legend -hits us hard
when Antigone, daugbter of
Oedipus played by Rebecca
Weinfeld, sees her mother
hanging by a scarf and her fa-

Of 'No Exit'

INDIVIDUAL CRUISES

Call or Come To

Poetry At Experiment VI

Fi Im Version

STUDENT RATES ON GROUPS OF 15 OR MORE

Reads Latest

Juergensen

ColonelSanders has fresh, hot Sunday dinner for you today.
B~xes, buckets, and ~arr~ls full of "finger I i.ckin' good"

Chicken and all the trimmings. It's ready anytime you are.
COLONEL SANDERS' .RECIPE

Ktnt11,k, fried Ckieku.
3509 E. BUSCH BOULEVARD

OPPOSITE
BUSCH GARDENS

HOURS

Mon. thru Thurs.
Fri'. thru Sun.

11 A.M. • 8 P.M.
11 _A.M. • 9 P.M.

